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ABSTRACT

Below a specific threshold signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). the mean squared error (MSE) perfor-
inance of signal direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimates derived from the Capon algorithin degrades
swiftly. Prediction of this threshold SNR point is of practical significance for robust system design
and analysis. The exact pairwise error probabilities for the Capon (and Bartlett) algorithmi are
derived herein, given by simp)le finite sunms involving no numerical integration, include finite sample
effects. and hold for aki arbitrary colored data covariance. Aln accurate large sample approximation
of these error probabilities in terms of the well tabulated colnplementary error function is also
provided. Via an adaptation of an interval error-based method, these error probabilities, along
with the local error MSE predictions of Vaidyanathan and Buckley, facilitate accurate prediction
of the Capon threshold region DOA MSE p)erformnanlce for an arbitrary mnlber of well separated
sources, circunventing the need for numerous M\ onte Carlo simulations. A large samp)le closed formn

approximation for the Capon (and Bartlett) threshold SNR is provided for uniform linear arrays.
A new exact two-point. measure of the Capon probability of resolution, that includes the deleterious
efi•ects of signal model mismatch, is a serendipitous by-product of this analysis that predicts the
SNRs required for closely spaced sources to be mutually resolvable by the Capon algorithm. Lastly.

a new general strategy is provided for obtaining accurate MSE predictions that account for signal
limodel mnisiimatch.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tihe thresholM region meani sq1uared error (MSE) perforniance of angle estinates derived firom
the Catpon algorithm, a.k.•, the mininmnm variance distortionless responise (MVDI3) stpect rat est i-
mat or, is the primary sub ject of this report. The elassical Bartlett algorithm wherein an anigle
estiimate is obtained via a smoothed periodogram is a closely related approach whose analysis shall
b~e dleveloped in p~arallel The Capon algortithm can b~e dlescrib~ed as a high-'recsolutio'r., data adaptiwe,
nlonp~arainetric approach to direction of arrival (DOA) estimation [15, 17, 18, 33. 29, 11. 52, 61i],

- ~whereas the Bartlett algorithmli is a classical, nonparametric, conventional beamufoirning approach
[6. 7, 14, 29, 52]. The parallel development given herein is motivated by thme similarities involved
in the analysis as well as the contrast p~rovided by use of conventional b~eamformning t)erflorimance
as a reference p~oinit for super-resolution approaches. The angle estimates are obtained as the
argumnents of the largest peaks of an estimated power spectrum ovwr spatial fr'equency or angle.
Similar to maximnum-likelihood (ML) estimation, the Capon andl Bartlet~t algorithmns are beaniscan
type algorithIns involving a nonlinear search of a dat a dependent objective search fumet ion (OSF).
Parameter estimates derived from nonlinear searches often exhibit a threshold effct ini M\SE p~erfor-
maiice [66, 59, 43, 65]. Below a specific signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) called the estiniationi threshold
point, the M ISE departs from an often well-behaved (inversely proportional to SNFH) asymptotic
MISE t)erfornumnce and rises rap~idly. It rises until it reaches a maxinmm that at times can be well
app~roximiatedl by the worst case variance, i. e., that of an estiniate that is uniformly dhistributedl over
the angle search domain. The SNR at which the MSE p~erforlmance achieves this lewel of futility
is called the no iniforiiationi point. Figure 1 illustrates this comiposite M\SE performance typical of
nonlinear est imationm schiemes. Three dlistimnct regionis of MSE performanice are evident:: no infor-
ination (as SNtR--- 0), threshold (or anmbiguity), and asymptotic (as SNR-+ ,•). The dlepartumre of
the MISE curve fr'om tihe asymiptotic performance as the SNFR decreases below the threshold p~oinit
is due to global err'or~s caused by the presence of false p~eaks (sidelobes) ini the underlying ambiliguity
finctmiin . Each scan over the angle search dlomain of interest of the OSF produlces a realization
of a stochastic process whose statistical behavior ultimately determines the accuracy of the an-
gle estimates. The ambliguity function has a strong influence on the character and nature of this
miom-Gaussian,. nonstat ionary stochastic process, esp)ecially ini the viciniity of the thresholM region.

The colnposite MSE behavior shown in Figure 1 is typ)ical of nonlinear MIL estimation [59, 60], buit

likewise occurs with the Capon and Bartlett DOA estimators. Although the threshold eflfect of the

Caponi algorithm has been observed ini practice [61]. accurate prediection of the composite MSE per-
forlllalce curve is anl open p~robleml. Because the Capon algorithln is a high-resolutioln aptproach.

significanlt beamsplit ratios (BSR) are possible in the threshold region, m makinmg its perforlniance

p~re~tiction in this region of practical interest. The goal of this analysis is to providle accurate pre-
dlictilon of thme threshold SNP poinit for anigle estimmates derived from the Caponl algorithm, as well
as p~redlict ion of the threshold regioni of the MSE curve. accounting for finite sampmlle effects [16. 35],
and~ colored nioise. Signal lnodel mimsmatchm is known to be a fornfidable p~racticality to r'ealizinmg

Tlhe armbiguity flmction for the Capon est imator is obtained by evalua ing the OSF" over the anghe range of

I it erest, hut using the truie dat a covariarce in place of the usual estimated '( da~ta (ovariance,' Alt hough an am1 igh ity
hhinction is cluLssically (delined as theI det ermuinistie signal comuponent of the OutlpUt of a l inlear mlatchied tilt er response
[661. 16, 14,601,} it is alppropriate to define thne ambiguity funnction of the (u;port algorithin u•s stuteut, given the stoehnast ii

nat tire of lhe signal mod 01 els considered herein.
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the full potential of super-resolution approaches [18. 26, 63. 64]. Thus. some consideration is given
herein to account for its presence in these threshold region MSE predictions.

A classical method of MSE approximation, referred to herein as the method of interval errors
(MIE), was introduced by Van Trees [59] and provides a means of predicting threshold region per-
foirmance of nonlinear estimation techniques. MIIE (and its variants) is a well established approach
that has b)een shown to provide accurate MSE prediction of ML estiniation and relate(nonlinear
techniques well into the estimation threshold region (see discussion in Section 2). Although MIE is
well established. obtaining the comp)onelnts necessary to apply this approach to a st)ecific algorithm
can be quite nontrivial. Indeed, the successful al)l)lication of MIE requires good apl)roximations of
two quantities: (i) interval error t)robabilities. and (ii) the asymp)totic MSE perfoirmanuce. Both of
these quantities are algorithm dependent. The interval error p)robabilities quantify the likelihood
that the estimator derives its signal p)arameter estimate from an interval (local neighborhood) of the
search domain dominated by a false p)eak of the ambiguity fun(ction, as opposed to the local initerval
contaiining the true peak (global maximum). These probabilities are often well approxiiiiate via
the Union Bound in conjunlction with good apl)roximations of l)airwise error p)rol)al)ililies. Exact
i)airwise error probabilities for the Capon (and Bartlett) estimator are derived hereiii that h1(ld for
an arbitrary vcolored (lata covariance anm1 include finite sample supp)ort effects. The ('rami6r-Rlao
Bound (CRB) often serves as an a(he(luate approximation of the asymptotic local error NISE perfi r-
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nance of ML estimation due to its well established properties regarding efficiency [59]. Although
the Capon estimator is not asymptotically efficient [61]. its asymptotic (in SNR and large sample
support) local error MSE performance has been studied extensively. Stoica et al. [51] established
the theoretical large sample MSE performance of the Capon estimator as well as an improved
Capon estimator in the context of DOA estimation. Vaidyanathan and Buckley (VB) [57. 58] in-
dependently provided theoretical predictions of this MISE performance that includes the effects of
finite training and sensitivity to random perturbations of the assumled signal model. Hawkes and
Nehorai (HN) [21] have extended these results to the estimation of vector signal parameters and
include a parallel theoretical development for the Bartlett spectral estimator. The MSE predictions
of VB that capture finite sample effects shall be used herein for the Capon algorithm, and those of
HN shall be used for the Bartlett algorithm.

Signal modeling errors are inevitable in several application areas. Assessing the impact of
such errors oni the accuracy of DOA estimates is of practical concern. A new strategy is proposed

for applying MIE to cases involving signal model match. It consists of a modification of this
classic technique. The proposed strategy is based primarily on the fundamental nature of nonlinear
searches driven bt inultimodal ambiguity functions, and it represents a unique generalization of
this classic approach.

A serendipitous by-product of this present threshold region analysis is the definition of a new
exact two- p oint measure of the Capon probability of resolution that provides accurate prediction of
the SNRs required for closely spaced sources to be mutually resolvable. It is obtained via a modified
pairwise error probability calculation, holds for an arbitrary colored data covariance. and includes
finite sample effects. This resolution menasure is parameterized by the true data covariance and
choice of scanning vectors. It. therefore. ('all account for the presence of signal model mismatch,
allowing for sensitivity analyses of signal modeling errors [20, 64]. The approach taken herein leads
to an exact probability density function (pdf) for the ratio of two Capon (and Bartlett) power

spectral estimates, from which the error probabilities easily follow.

This present analysis provides two very useful results in relation to the asymptotic local error
MSE approximations. First, for signals that are spaced by more than a beainwidth, this analysis

provides accurate prediction of the threshold SNR, point, thus indicating the region of SNRs for
which these asymptotic M SE approximations are valid. Second, for closely spaced sources, the

proposed two-point measure of the Capon algorithin probability of resolution lower bounds the
threshold SNR [25] above which the asymptotic MSE approximnations are valid.

This technical report is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the contributions of early

pioneers of threshold region MSE analysis, and reviews recent activity in this area of research.
Section 3( gives brief descriptions of the Capon and Bartlett algorithms. summarizes known results
on their large sample local error MSE performance prediction. and establishes the notational con-
vention. Section 4 describes the NIlE technique of MSE prediction, its adaptation to the C apon and
Bartlett algoritlnns for well separated sources. and it inclhdes a stepwise sumnmary for the comml)ut a-

t ion of the necessary pairwise error prolal)ilities. Section 5 proposes a method of direct closed foirm
approximation for the Capon (and Bartlett) algorithm large sample threshold SNR for the canoni-
cal and t heoretically fimudam eintal case of a single plam wave signal ill white noise. Section 6 propl)oses
a two-point measure of the probability of resolution for the Capon (and Bartlett) algorithm that
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can be applied to the case of closely spaced sources. Section 7 considers a direct calculation of
the Capon algorithm resolution SNR (sometimes called the detection SNR [25]) required to resolve
sources with a specified level of confidence. Section 8 describes a new generalization of NILE that
encompasses the possibility of signal model mismatch. Section 9 provides several numerical results
corroborating the success and demonstrating the utility of these predictions. Conclusions are giveim
in Section 10. Appendices are provided detailing the derivation of the required pairwise error prob-
abilities and exact distributions of the ratio of power estimates. MATLAB code is also provided
for the threshold region MSE prediction of the canonical case of a single plawewave signal in white
noise for the interested reader.
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2. THE THRESHOLD EFFECT: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND
REVIEW OF RELATED WORK

Ihe threshold effect is in essence a rapid degradation in system performance observe(d when

the signal level falls below a specific signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) referred to as the threshold. His-
torically such all effect has been observed for over half a century in the performance of ioniunica-

tion systems that emp)loy data modulation schelnes such as pulse code modulation (PCMI) [45] or
pjhase/frequency modulation (FNI) [32]. These schemes, coupled with a system designer's desire for
efficiency that inevitably leads to a minimum power requirement. brings threshol(d region system
performance to the forefront of communication systems analysis. Transmission of bimnry digits
(called bits) obtained fr'om a coding strategy that converts usefuil inforination (speechivoice, for
example) into a form robust for efficient data transmission over a noisy channel is the staple of
all communication systemis. These bitstreams are often decomnposed into sul)-bitstreanms that are
mna)ped into one of several symbols of a constellation of say Al possible symbols. The job of the
receiver is to determine which symbol was transmitted over the channel in the preselnce of noise. A
communication system, therefore, has as one of its most fundamental tasks that of AI-arv detection,
i.e.. the testing of multiple hypotheses. Correct detection of each transmitted symbol obviously
permits the correct synthesis of the original bitstream. and ultimately intelligible reconstruction of
the original transmitted information. When the SNR falls below the threshold, incorrect syml)ol
detection errors can corrupt the bitstream making the received( demodulated waveforrm an(l ilessage
(speech, for example) unintelligible. Shannon referred to this threshold SNR as the thl" shold of
intelligibility [45] and offered a very interesting explanation for its presence. His explanation derives
from a dimension theoretical interpretation of coding theory that suggests that folds (or amlbigui-
ties) in the signal space are an inevitable topological consequence of mapping (or coding) a higher
dimensional signal into a lower dimensional space or vice versa when the low-dimensional signal is
designed to fill the high oldimensional space. Shannon attr'ibutes the threshold effect of cominica-
tion systems to the J)r(e"Se7nc(e of these folds/ambiguities, much in the sane, way that the obser'ved

thieshold cffect in the AISE periformance of nonlineaT" param•neter estimation schemenis is attr4buted
to the presence of subsidiar-y mnultiple mnaxima in the unrderlying aorbiguity .function associated with

thc OSF.

Wkoodward [66] draws this parallel between communication theory and nonlinear parameter
estimation. He considers the classic range/delay estimation prol)lem encountered in Radar applica-
tions and describes in lucid detail the performance accuracy of such estimates. Woodward defimnes
the anmbiguitv function in tile classical sense as the signal component of the optimal matched filter

output and (describes its impact in the presence of noise oi the accuracy of range estimates for the
high. moderate. and low SNR cases. His analysis id(entifies three distinct regions of perforimance
as SNR is varied2 , and he offers an interestingy interl)retation of' the threshold effects in range
estimation from the perspective of Shannon's thesis (see p. 90 of [66]): namely, thIe transinitted
waveforim that carries the information is a multidimensional quantity. whereas the infoirmationi it
carries (the target range) is one-dimeusional. Thus. one can viably interpret the wav(eform as a
multidimelnsiomal emcoding of the original message (range) that is one-dimimemisiomial. Similarlv. one

2 Al hough W\oodward (lid not name the regions. they are referred to today as the asymptotic, t hreshoh i/ambiguity,

and no infortmation regions.
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can interpret the range estimate as a one-dimensional output of the (delno(ldllation/(deco(diilg of a

higher dimensional input (the waveforin).

The interpretation of the threshold effect in DOA estimation error from the perspective of
Shannon's thesis is rather transparent in light of XWoodward's work. but noteworth ly nonetheless.
The relative phase from sensor-to-sensor of the signal component (known as the signal steering vec-
tor, array response vector, or system function vector, etc.) can be interpreted as a multidimensional
encoding of a one-dimensional message (the signal's arrival angle). The same interpret at ion applies
to matched field processing. for example, where the low-dimensiolmal encoded message would be the
source range and depth.

Van Trees [59] discusses the threshold effect in the context of classical estimation theory.
This discussion is embedded primarily in an examnlple problem (Example 2 of Section 4.2.3 Non-
linear Estimation), but provides a general strategy for predicting MISE performance of nonlinear
estimation schemes when local bounds like the CRB are no longer useful. The example problem
deals with ML estimation of waveforin parameters where the waveforms are those of a nonlinear

uIlse frequency modulation scheme. and the general strategy proposed for t hreshohl region NISE
prediction is referred to herein as MIE. A detailed description of MIE shall be deferred to Section
4 of this report. but the short description is that it builds on a judicious decomposition of the
integral for the MSE of the parameter estimate. Van Trees approxinmated the necessary interval
error probabilities with standard asymptotics and use of well known bounds on the error funct ion.

Rife and Boorstyn (RB) [43] build on Van Trees' approach to predict the threshold region

perfornince of a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)-based approximate implementation of an ML
estimator. RB considers the estimation of the frequency of a single pure sinusoid in additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) where the sinusoid is assumed deteriiinistic (and therefore represented

in the mean of the distribution). True ML requires a full search over a continuous, interval of
frequencies. RB considers a DFT-based approach that restricts tlie NIL continuous search to a
finite set of discrete sample points. When sampled at Nyquist, the DFT samples the nmainlobe of
the ambiguity function (a sinc in this case), and the zeros of the ambiguity function in the sidelobe
region. Thus. RB considers the impact of restricting the ML search to discrete sampling of the
mainlobe an(d the zeros of the ambiguity function. Since the DFT bins corresponding to the zeros
of the ambiguity function are orthogonal to the mnainlobe, the analysis of RB (derivation of the
interval error probabilities, or outlier probabilities as RB refers to themi) simplifies significantly.
This landmark paper popularized Van Trees' MILE approach to below threshold MSE prediction.

Steinhardt and Bretherton [48] took the analysis of RB two steps further by (i) simplityving
the expressions for the error probabilities. and (ii) providing for what appears to be the first time
a method for computing directly in closed form the threshold SNR of the RB analysis. Direct
calculation of the threshold SNR simply ineans that an initial prediction of the MSE curve as a
function of SNR (frlom which the threshold SNR is easily determined) is bypassed.

Tufts, Kot, and Vaccaro (TKV) [54, 55] developed a procedure for computing the threshold
SNRs for the estimation of the frequencies of multiple simiusoids by linear prediction. Their t)oc(-
dure can be viewed as a variant of MIE. This creative analysis appears to be the first to recognize
the general applicability of NIIE to a large class of nonlinear estimation schemes. It is also the first

6



to jointly (quantify the below threshold SNR performance of the estimation of multiple sinusoids. As
mentioned in the introduction, application of MIE requires good approximation of two quantities:
(i) the asymptotic MSE of the algorithm, and (ii) the interval error probabilities. TKV obtained
the asymptotic MSE of linear prediction by applying a matrix perturbation analysis to essentially
approximate the Taylor's series of the OSF. The linear and quadratic terms are retained to coin-

irute the desired local error MSE of the t)aramleter estimates. TKV approximated the required error
probat)ilities by first defining a useful upperbound on the desired probability that is much easier to
work with analytically. and secondly assuming the essential random variables involved in the error
event are well approximated as Gaussian. The latter assumption allows use of the well tabulated
error function. Thel procedlure defined by TKV is classified herein as a variant of MIE because no
semblance of intervals of error are ever defined. The recognition of the decomiposition of the total
MSE as the sum of two contributions (global errors and local errors). as given in equation (127) on
p. 282 of [59], but repeated in a form similar to that used in RB [43], however, is present in their
work.

An interesting analysis related to TKV is the work of Kaveh and Wang (KW) [25] that focuses
on the low SNR performance of the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm [4. 52, 61]
aild the minimnum-norl (mmi-norm) algorithm. These are subspace based algorithmls that exploit
the singular value decomposition (SVD) as does the linear prediction algorithun examiiied v byTKV.
KW focuses on quantifving how well both algorithmis detect (estimate the number of plaiiewaves).
estimate the signal subspace. and resolve closely spaced sources. KW approximates the probability
of resolution and uses this as a lower bound on the actual threshold SNR for closely spaced sources.
KW p)riimarily builds upion well known asymptotic results on the statistics of the eigenvectors and
evigenvalues of a complex Wishart randomn inatrix to quantify their desired p)erformance imeasures.

The recent work of Xu et al. [67] [71] that considers source localization error performanice of
MFP methods in underwater acoustic environments, the work of Athlev [2, 3] that coonsiders the
ML DOA estimation of multiple planewave signals in white noise, and that of Boyer et al. [12. 13]
that also considers the ML DOA estimation of t)lanewaves in white noise, extend the work of [43] in
several ways. First, the restriction that the ML search be limited to DFT bins sampled at Nyquist
is relaxed. This leads to performance that better approximates true ML, but it likewise comtplicates
the calculation of the interval error p)robabilities because the sidelobes of the aml)iguity function
and the mainlobe are statistically dependent in general; second, the signal inodel is no longer
restricted to be a sinusoid (or t)lanewave); and third, analysis was extended to include stochastic
signal models (signal component represented in the covariance of the distrilution). Richmond [37]
has recently extended these analyses to NIL signal p)aramleter estimation within an adlaptive array
context.

Before closing this section, it is worthwhile to point out that researchers have considere(d
Bayesian bounds to address the contribution of global errors to the overall MISE of ML. Bounds
receiving the most attention include the Ziv-Zakai bo1nd (ZZB). Bayesian CRIB [59]. Barankin
bound [36], and the Weiss-Weinstein bound. Recent work has extended(l the theorv of ZZBs to
include vector parameters [8, 9]. The Bayesian framework is attractive as its apl)Iicability is not
limited to unbiased estimators, and it provides a viable means of including contributions of global
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errors to the overall MISE 3 . Loosely speaking, the nature of the NIL search is effectively nmimicked
by these bounds by randonmizing the signal parameter of interest. e.g.. the signal's angle of arrival
becomes a random variable with a known distribution. This is done. however, at the expense
of the classical assumption of NIL theory that the unknown parameters are, deterministic. The
ability to provide system performance prediction for a specific parameter value or given set of

parameter values is a desired characteristic of a performance bound. Indeed, the non-13Bayesian
CRB has enjoyed much popularity in practice as a systemn design tool. in part becalse it provides
such flexibility. This flexibility is not offered by Bayesian bounds by construction. fit addition,
Bayesian bounds are often computationally expensive, do not easily support inclusion of the effects
of estimating in lisance parameters (like an unknown data covariance matrix), and at best pretdict
the performance of ML estimation. MIE in contrast is an approach to MISE prediction that is
algorithmi specific. maintains the assumption that paraimeters are deterministic yet unknownl, and
can support the presence of nuisance parameter, although the analyses can be nontrivial.

: l'xtensions of cblasical local bounds to bia sed estimators do exist. Their usi',{ howe(v(r,. is strictly linuited il ihnt
good knowledge of the bias is req uired in order to compute the Ibound [591.
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3. THE CAPON AND BARTLETT ALGORITHMS FOR DOA

ESTIMATION

3.1 The Spectral Estimation Problem

The Clapon and Bartlett algorithms are well known, and their perfornlance has been studied
extensively. The goal of this section is to establish notation and to briefly smnmarize the algorithms
and known results on their large sanli)le local error MSE perfoirmance.

The fuldamental probleIn of spectral estimation can be stated as follows: Given a finite
length data record, i.e., a sarnple function of a random process that is at least wide sense station-
ary ob)served over some finite interval of time. estimnate the power distribution over frequency. The
Capon and Bartlett algorithmis represent filterbank approaches to this classic prol)lemn. Although
originally posed for tile series analysis where frequency refers to telnporal frequency, the power
spectrum of interest for the DOA estinlation probleln is with respect to spatial frequency or angle.
To this end. data is obtained from an array of N sensors distributed in space. Each dtata observa-
tion taken across the array (called a spatial snapshot) is nmodeled as an N x 1 zero utean collplex
Gaussian vector1 with representation x = Sv(0) + n where the array response of the signal of
interest associated with DOA paramneter 0 is given by v(0). and its collplex amplitude is Gaussian

distributed such that S - C'I (0, o, ). and the coloredt noise5 is denoted by n having covariance
E{nn" } = RN, where E{.} denotes the statistical expectation. Note that E{x} = 0 anld that

E{xx"I = R = RN S a•v(0)v 1 '(9). A finite set of L array observations is accrued over tilne and
assembled in a (data ilatrix: X = [x(1)lx(2)1... Ix(L)]. where x(1) CAfN (0, R), 1 = 1,2 ..... L.
These snapshots often represent ineas•trenents of the narrowband spatial coniplex envelope whose
real and imnaginary parts are respectively comlposed of the in-phase and quadrature coniponent of
demodulated data. The spatial snapshots are used to formn the umlormlalized data spatial covari-
ance estimate i. XX" from which the Capon and Bartlett algorithmns generate power spectral
estimates.

The Capon and Bartlett DOA angle estinmates are obtained as the argunents of the largest

peaks of the estiimated spatial power spectra. If P(O) represents the estimnated spectruni as a
function of angle, then the mnaxiimunl output provi(les an estinmate of the signal power ., and the
signal DOA estilate is given by the scan value of 0 that achieves this naxiniunil; lanlely.

0 = arg Illax P(O)(1
0

(assunming a single signal is present). It shall be assumled that A signals are present in the data. and

that the Capon/Bartlett t)aralieter estiliates k., k = 1L 2,..... K are obtained as the argluments of

I'he notational convenltion adopted is as follows: italics indicates a scalar quantity, a,; in A: lower case bold face

i noicates a vector qWuant it ', as iin a: tipper case boldface indicates a matrix quantity, as in A. Tih n-,h row and -t h
cohunin of matrix A will he indicated by [A] j...... Variabhles will be aossiined complex in general, but sonie will be real
(obvious front context). Re( A) is the real part of A4 and lhn(A) is the imaginary part. The complex conjugation of

a quanit y is indicated bIy a superscript * as in A*. The matrix transpose is indicated by a superscript T as in A,

and the complex conjugat e plus miatrix transpose is indicated by a superscript H as in AH = (A")*.
5It is assunied that the colored noise (toes not contain arty low rank (directional signals in the search donaitn, since

tite total inmber of signals in search space is assmned known.
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the K largest peaks of P(O).

3.2 The Bartlett Algorithm: A Conventional Beamforming Approach

Bartlett recognized the inherent tradeoff between resolution and variabilit v in the pcriodoqrwnr
(Fourier Transformn of a samnple data record) spectral estimate and reconiiiiended averaging over
shorter tilme Fourier Transforms as a means of redlciiig the high variance at the expenise of solie
resolving capacity. The Bartlett algorithml estimates power spectra over angle by averaging the
power out of a bank of conventional spatial filters (beamforiners). Each conventional spatial filter
is a crude narrowband (ini spatial frequency) filter tuned to and centered on a specifi(c angle of
interest. The output of each filter is power averaged over time, anid with proper nornialization

provides an estimnate of the true unlerlying power spectral density such that when initegrated over
the spatial frequency band of interest its area provides an estimate of the power of the random
process contained in that band. The resulting spectra plotted as a fmictioii of the filter center
frequency produces what is classically referred to ws a smoothed periodoqrwm.

Specifically, let the conventional beamforniing weight. steered to angle 0 for an array with
element spatial locations z,, it = 1,2, .. N be given by V(O) = [cjkzz ,.jk0z, ]'J ) where

k0 = (27w/A)a(0) is the wavenuniber vector, a(O) is the 3 x 1 unit vector pointing in the assuilned
directioi of field propagation, A = c/f is the wavelength at temporal frequency f. and c is the
wave propagation speed. Note that for a uniform linear array (ULA), this spatial filter weight
can be easily implemented with the Fast Fourier 'Transform (FFT). The Bartlett spectral estiminate
evaluated at spatial frequency (or angle) 0 is given by

L 2 1vH()vO(2
PI/(otIut9) = L Z v"(0)x(1) 2 = 1 v (O)Rv(9) (2)

1=1

amid its anbiguity function is defined as YVmo (6) " v"(0)Rv(0).

3.3 The Capon Algorithm: An Adaptive Beamforming Approach

Capon recognized that conventional filterbank techniques for spectral estination rely too
heavily upon the passbland and stopband properties of a Fourier Traansform frequiiency I in filter:
namely, the FFT bin has a frequency response given by a silic function. Taper designi has beeln
exploited to reduce sidelobes (and leakage), at the expense of a wider lnainlobe (and reduced
resolution) [29. 52]. When multiple signals are present. sidelobe leakage and niutnual sigmal iiiterfer-
ence can introdice biases in DOA estimates obtained via conveiitioiial techniques like the Bartlett
algorithin (see Section 9). Capon proposed designinug these filters optimally: namely, a linear iiar-
rowbanid filter designed to pass the desired signal undistorted. while minimizing the power foila
all other spatial frequency bands (and thus, other sources of interference). Formally. lthe followiiig
comistrained optimnizationi probleni for the filter weight w was suggested

mmmii w"Rw such that w"v(6) = 1 -=> WA/IVDR R- I'v(O)0v"(O)R- Iv(O)
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that yields the well known I\VDR filter as its solution. Note that the optinmal filter weight depends
on the data covariance matrix R. This filter is often interpreted in the classical sense as a data-

dep)endent taper [15, 17]. By construction, this optimal filter will cancel all spatially coherent
energ1y from all directions other than the scan direction 0. The filter outputWiVD]X likewise

provides the NIL estimate of the coniplex signal amiplitude S [33, 49. 39. 31]. The average outp)ut
power is given by

E Hw 2 ~~]} 1 .

E v Hk(0)RXv( _______(0)__ (4)= v1(0)R-Iv(0) Co, (0)= ) lv()

where the Capon ambiguity function ý,"'Y'Opo,(O) has been defined. The last equality in (4) holds
only when the signal array response in R perfectly matches that used to forIn the weight vector
WAfj '[)!, and when R is p)erfectly known. Capon. therefore. reasoned that for large enough sample
sul)port. ani estiniate of the covariance R cali be usedt with (4) to estimate the signal power (2

and the corresponding signal parameter 0 (or set of signal parameters 0 = [Oi, I 612 ..... 01_.1 as

in [15, 21. 24]). Using the covariance estimate It = XX", Capon proposed the following power

spectral estimiator

1 1

P('01P (6) = L - N + 1 vIt(O)R 1lv(6) (5)

P(IpU,,(6) call be further normialized to ensure that it is a true power spectral density [29, 52].

3.4 Asymptotic Local Error MSE Performance

Consider the case of a single planewave signal in AWGN and note that at high enough
SNRs. nainely. those above the threshold SNR, the anigle search indicated in (1) will result in a
DOA estiniate obtained fromn the local neighborhood of the true global miaxiinuii of the amnbiguity

function with near probability 1. At such SNRs it is possible to characterize the average error or
jitter in DOA estiniates about the true value by exp)loiting Taylor's theorem. For ML estiniation

of DOAs. this jitter error is characterized by the CB/B (it will be d(emonstrated in Section 9 that
the Bartlett algorithm in fact produces the NIL DOA estimate for the single signal case in white
noise). The same ideas hold in the nmultiple signal case, where the estimate of the k-th signal angle
will be obtained fronm the local neighborhood of the k-th largest peak of the ambiguity fuiction

with near probability 1 (assuming all signals have large SNRs). The following sections describe the
fundamental results of analyses that compute this jitter error, i.c.. the asyniptotic local error MSE
of the DOA estimiate of the k-th signal.

It will be assumed in this section that for well separated (by at least a beaunwidth) signals.

SNRs exceed estimation threshold, and that for closely spaced signals, SNRs are large enough for
all signals to be mutually resolved with zero probability of intersource errors. In addition, it is
assulnied that no pairs of perfectly coherent signals are present (coherent sources arei not resolvalle
with the Capon algorithin [61]). and that the total niumber of signals present iii the dat a is known".

"S iibspace rank (model order) deteri ination is an important topic and active area of research. b~ut will nolt be

purstled herein.
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3.4.1 Bartlett Algorithm

Hawkes and Nehorai (HN) [21] developed the theory based on Taylor's theorem for )re1(li('ting
the asymptotic local error MSE performance of DOA estimates derived fromn tihe Bartlett sp)ectral
estiniator. To summarize the results of HN, let 0,,, k = 1. 2,.... K represent the true DOA angle
values of the K signals present in the data. Let 0 k, k = 1,2.... K represent the asyml)totic
(L -• oc) estimates of these K angles, i.e., the locations of the K largestt peaks of the aiibiguily
function <'Thrtj~tt(O) (that are not necessarily equal to 0 k for all SNR). The MSE is the sum of the
bias squared and variance. Thus. the MSE of the estimate k. is give'n by

E{ý(6A. - Ok )} = [E{ý(6A. 0A.)} + E{(O -0)} (i

where the bias can be written

E{Wk, - 0A.} = E Wý- Ok} + (O. - Ok) (7)

HN derived expressions for the asymptotic bias and variance needed to app)roxiniate the MSE in
(6). Denote the first three (lerivatives of the array resi)onse with resl)ect to the scan variable 0.
respectively. as

A (IV (0) 0)d2V(0)A dPv(0)
- dO dO2  ( (103 (8)

As mentioned in [21]. the additional bias termn for the Bartlett DOA estimate is negligible in most
cases, i.e., E{JOA- 0k } - 0. When the asymptotic bias is small and nonzero, it can be apI)roxiniate(l
via

(ý - Ok) -Re [Y'(0k)Rv(0k.)]
A.) ReK"(0)R('(O.) +V (Ok)Riý(00)]

If the bias is large, then (9) can be grossly inaccurate. The bias, however, can always be easily
inferred directly frlom the location of the true k-th peak of the ambiguity ffiction t'1?,,,.,,(0),

relative to the true k-th signal angle. The asyniptotic variance is given by

E . 1 Re [vH0()k)Rv(9A)Y'(9A.)R, (OA-) - -,1I(O)Rv(6k)v"(fO)RvQ.( I )]
-2 Re [- 1)(0,) R2L A)+ vH(.,)R (ý,.) 20)

The total asympItotic local error MSE al)I)roximation obtained for the Bartlett DOA (stillates
using (6) (10) shall be herein denoted by cr2 (0k).

3.4.2 Capon Algorithm

The large sample (L >> N) asymptotic local error MSE l)erformiance of the Cap)on signal
t)aralieter estiniator has been theoretically analyzed by several authors. Stoica et al. [51]. VII [57].
and HN [21] exploit Taylor's theoremn and coiii)lex gradient niethods to al)p)roximnate the MSE.
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VB provides an additional bias term via a second order Taylor series expansion that is intend(ed to
fuirther capture finite sample effects and therefore a broader range of values for L and SNR.

To sumnmarize the results of VB, let 0., k = 1.2,..., K represent the true parameter values
of the K signals present in the data. Let A., A7 = 1, 2 ..... K represent the asymptotic (L - )c)

estinates of these K parameters, i.e., the locations of the K largest peaks of the ambiguity function
4/(,,pojj(O) (that are not necessarily equal to 0k for all SNR). The MSE of the estimate 0k is given

in form by (6) with bias given by (7). Recalling the derivatives given in (8), define the function

f(,,)J)O(6) and denote its second and third order derivatives, respectively, as

fi(lPon(O) = v-l (O)R- v(O) = 1i/(t'apo,(6)f(,o,,ol(0) M 2e [ý,"1(O)R-I-'+(O) + v11")-Io r-;ý(0] (1

fCapon (0) = 2Re [3,1 (o)R- 'i'(o) + v" (O)R- ' V (0)]

and define the matrix B(6k) as

B(OO) = +'(6,)v(! (00) + v()0.) U (0k). (12)

The fotllowing expressions for the bias and asymptotic variance of the Capon algorithmi signal

parameter estimates were derived by VB [57]:

-Re [Krl (O,)R-Iv(Ot)]

Re [JI(0k)RI(,(Ok,) + v0 (OO)R lt(00)]

E { ( -k) }( - N1) ] Re [v1(0 )R -B( .)R-i(0A,)] (1)4 N (L - N) + 1) .oPnA)]
fcCapon (00.)

• ( E{(Ok. - o)2}
2 fk'opon (0)0

E { (4k. - fk -2ý N(L- - N) R 1 e [v 1(O.)R-iB()Rz6A.)] (14)
(L - N - 1)(L - N+ 1)] (((o•) () )]2

The Capon large sample MSE is obtained by using relations (11) (14) in the expression for MSE
(6) (7). This MISE approxinmation7 shall be herein denoted by the symbol cr( .(0 6 k).

Note in geeneral that both MSE approxiinationss. U\u(Ok) for the Bartlett algorithm an1d

,)T.,,(0•,) for the Capon algorithln, are functions of the array geometry, number of sensors N,
samp)le support L. true data covariance R (includes colored noise anmd true array manifold of
signals), assumed scanning vectors v(0). and SNRs. Thus, the asymptotic MSE perforitmance can
be explored versus combination of these parameters.

71t was observed in this analysis that the additional biLas terni was often negligible (as mentioned in [211). It was
likewise lound that the approximate bias expression given ) by the first equation in (13) (an be grossly inaccurate when
the bias is large. A reliable estinmate of the bias (A(. - 0k.), however. is easily inferred direct lY from t he lofat iona of t he
peak of the atiiiguity ft intion oiy ho, (0) relative to the true signal paraineter value 0ke
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4. AN INTERVAL ERROR-BASED METHOD OF THRESHOLD REGION
MEAN SQUARED ERROR PREDICTION

This section describes the method of interval errors (MIE) for MSE prediction and its adapta-
tion to the Capon (and Bartlett) algorithm. Application of MIIE to the single signal case (K = 1) is
restricted to estimation scenarios that are at least asymptotically (SNR- -- )c) well-posed estimation
problems, consisting of ambiguity functions that possess a unique global mnaximnnn over the signal
paraneter search space. While this technique can be used for arbitrary array configurations and
signal models (muore general than planewaves), it cannot predict performance when the ambiguity
function does not possess a unique global maxinum over the parameter search domain at least for
very large SNRs. Extension of MIIE to the multisignal case (K > 1) requires that the ambiguity
fulction possess K unique local maxima due to the K sources.

The following discussion assumes that no signal modeling errors are present. Mismatch will be
considered in Section 8. MIE is first describ)ed for the case of a single source present. Its extension
to multiple sources is described subsequently. The steps for computing the required pairwise error
probabilities for both the Capon estimator ani the Bartlett are then summarized. Simple large
sample approximations of these pairwise error probabilities based on the comn lenltent ary error
function are derived in Section 4.2.1.

The following discussion focuses on the Capon algorithm. The parallel application to the
Bartlett algorithm is transparent; however, a summary of the analogous results is provided at this
section's end.

4.1 Method of Interval Errors

MIE builds upon the two regions of the composite MSE curve of Figure 1 that are given by
the asymptotes of the SNR; namely, the no information (SNR--, 0) and asymptotic (SNP- ýýC)
regions. Define the conditioning event

A = {True source parameters are 0k. A" = 1,2... K } . (15)

NIlE decomposes the MSE expression into two components: *'no interval errors" (NIE) and "-interval
errors" (IE)

E { ( _A.- 2 A} Jo A) (00 Ok)2(160o

=Pr (NIE IA) E { (0-..- Ok)2 NIE. A} + Pr(IE IA) E {(W"- O0 )2 IE.A}

(see equation (127) oil p. 282 of [59]). The parameter search space. i.c.. the scanning domain for
0. is divided into disjoint mutually exclusive intervals based on the characteristics of mlderlying
amlbiguity function u"'k"Cawn (6) that innately drives the character of the stochastic p)rocess generated
by the OSF Poill)o,,(6) 01 each scan. Note from (4) that "cyf, 1o, (0) depends on R, and is a function
of the K SNRs of the K signals present. Consequently, this SNR decpcndcncc ean afeet the tnterial
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choice and must be accounted for in general. When the SNR dependence is weak however, then

a single choice of intervals will suffice for all SNRs with no need to adjust. For the presentation
that follows, weak dependence is assumed.s The ambiguity flnction used for interval selection is
obtained fro(n an arbitrary choice of some high value of SNR.

4.1.1 Single Source, K = 1

A large enough SNR (how large is scenario dependeilt) leads to an aiibiguity finction with a
dominant peak located at the true parameter value, say 01. and several false peaks located elsewhere
within the domain of interest. An example aimbitiguity fuiiction is illustrated in Figure 2. MIE divides
the parameter search space into disjoint neighborhoods or intervals around all local mnaxinia of the
ambiguity function 'C.apon(O). and interprets the resulting MSE in terms of these intervals. When
signal parameter estimates fall inside the interval containing the global maxinmini 01. then it is
said that "no interval errors" have occurred. Such estimates result in the smallest contributions
to the MSE, often referred to as local errors (jitter errors). This NIE coim)onent represents the
contriltution doininating the MSE within the asymptotically high SNR regime. When eonsidering
ML estimation, for example, the CRB is often a good predictor of the ML MSE performance in this
region, describing the small pertilrbatioiis or jitter in the resulting signal parameter estimate as the
ML search resides with near probability 1 in a small neighborhood of the true peak of the ambiguity
function. The largoe sample MSE approximation obtained via al2B(OO) (as defined in 5ectioo 3.(.2)
for signal parametcr estimates derived from the Capon algorithm will be uscd to dtescribe this NIE
-ompone~nt contr-ibution to the overall MASE. This is appropriate by virtue of Taylor's theorelnpon

which 71 (0B ) is based. The truncated Taylor series approximates the local behavior of the Capon
OSF about the point of expansion 01.

When signal parameter estimates fall outside the interval consisting of the local neighborhood
aroumndl the glottl iaximun of OC(apom,(0) located at 01, then it is said that aii "interval error" has
occurred. Such estimates result in the largest contributions to the MSE, contril)nting what are
referred to as global errors. This IE component results as a consequelnce of the Capon algorithin
choosiiig niaxina of the OSF that can be traced to false peaks (those local mnaximna miot corre-

sponding to 01) of the underlying amnbiguity fhiction. This component dominates in the low to
very low SNR reginmes and must be approximated nuinerically. An adequate approxiiiation can b e
obtained by exp)loiting a property that is characteristic of nonlinear estimation schelnies consist ing
of an OSF driven by an imderlying nmultimodal ambiguity fuiiction: namely, that the pdlf of the
resulting signal parameter estimate tends to aggregate its density in parameter space 0 aroui(l
the local maxima of the multiniodal ambiguity function, especially at SNRs in the vicinity of the
estimation threshold region (see histogramn in Figure 2 that corresplonds to the ambiguity function
shown to its left: also, see analogous histograms for MUSIC in Figure 9.30. p). 1199 of [W1], for
exaInple). Consequently, the continiuous pdf of the Capon signal p)arameter estimate can be well
approximated by a discrete probability mass function (pmf) (or a finite set of Dirac (delta functions
in continuous parameter space). where the masses (or delta function areas) are given by interval
error p)robabilities. Specifically. let all local maxima of the aniibiguity function ,(.),•,,, (0) withinm the

'This assumption is well satistied for well separaled signals in white noise. Colored noise and/or closely spaced
signals can require that this dependence be accounted for (see [30], for examnple).
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CAPON AMBIGUITY FUNCTION HISTOGRAM OF CAPON ALGORITHM
ANGLE ESTIMATE

20 1 0.2
TRUE PEAK

S0, ,,, 0.15

o.L 20 •'"_
FALSE PEAKS CLOSE UP 0.1

-12.3 / \

-12.4 INTERVAL 0.05

-12.5 NO ERROR

60 80 100 120 90 80 100 120
SCAN ANGLE (degs) SCAN ANGLE (degs)

Figun' 2. Erample Capon ambiguity function, and histogram with true signl~al at 01 = 90 degrees.

signal parameter domain of interest when evaluated at a sufficiently large SNR (large enough such
that the true peak is evident and located at 01) be given by the finite set. M 1 = { 6 , 02... },

where 01 is the global maxinmum location and 0 k for k = 2,3 ..... Al are all other local maxima:
with this discretization one can effectively approximate the continuous scanning search over an in-
finite numnber of possible outcomes with a AM-ary hypothesis testing over a finite number of possible
estimates. The total MSE for this Capon parameter estimate can be approximated by')

{0-,•Aý_ 1- Ep( 0,=, .. A) .•f(O,)

A{ ) } [1 (17)

+E (oi = 0,,, A) (0,., -

rn =2

where the NIE colnponent is described by the results of VB, and the 1E component has been

discretized. The interval error probability p (W, = 0"1 A) represents the likelihood of the Capon

search algorithm choosing the false peak located at 0 = 0, as an estimate, when the true signal is
located at parameter value 0 = 01. Technically speaking. the interval error probability is obtained
by integrating the pdf of the parameter estimate over the error interval. Since the pdf is unknown.
the approximation in (17) focuses on the single point in each interval most likely to contend with
the global maximum at 01: niamely, the local maximum contained in each interval. This single point

9'Althotigh negligible in the threshold region, the following adjustment to the local error contribu-
tion is often necessary in the no information region due to the approximate nature of the calciilation:

I i mn [i.Ei (& , 0,,, 1 A) .} 7 2
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dominates the interval error p)robability for SNRs in the vicinity of the threshold region. 77I',sf
int•rval cerror probabilities a(i' samplc support and SNR dependent in gcncral, wan5 css(.•ntiatly ?I ight
the transition of the MSE from the asymptotic in low SNR region (no information rgion) to the
asymptotic in high SNR region (described by VB approximation): tihts, p)rodlucinig the threshloll or
ambiguity region of the MISE curve as SNR is varied. An estimate of the estimation threshiold SNR
is easily obtained from the predicted MSE curve.

4.1.2 Multiple Sources, K > 1

Now assumle arbitrarv K > 1; in addition assume that these K signals are stairated iby
at least a beaiiwidth (consideration of closely sp)aced sources shall be given iii Section 6). The
extension of MIIE to imultip)le sources is accomplished by expan~lding the NIE set to incli(ie all local
neiglihorhoods of the K peaks in the ambigliity flnction (hie to the K sources t)reseint. As inl the
previous section, the lare. sample local ermor AISE approximiation obtaincd via ( 7 PAI(O,) will be used
to describe the NIE component contribotion to the oaer AISE of the k-th somrc( pam ncter ('stiiat(.

Let all local inaxima of the aiiibigiiitv function Y(' t po,,(O) within the signal l)araimeter domlain
of interest when evaluated at K large SNRs (large enough such that'1() . = 0 k, A = 1.2 . K)
be given by the finite set AM = { 0 101 02-.. OK, OK. .... OK 4. 0 Al }, where 0 k for A = 1,2. 2 K
rel)resent the peak locations due to the K sources, aiilA 0k for k = K + 1. K + 2 .... K + Al I
rel)reseint all other local maxima. Local errors for the k-th source will originate friom the local
neighborhood of the Ok peak of the anibiguity finction. Thus, signal ariaitiieter estimates falling
within the local neighborhood of the ambiguity finction about the p)araimeter value tk. will be
classified as NIE events. Global errors for the k-th source can originate from all nonsoutr-ce intervals.
i.e., intervals centered about local maxima Ok for k > K. Intersource errors, for exainh)le. error
contributions to the IMISE of the parameter for source k = k, due to source k = k2 7; ki. are very
mulikely to occur because the sources are assmiled sep)arated by at least a beamwidth. 1 Consider
the A-th source with true p)araiimeteri value 0 = Ok. The total MSE for this Capon imrameter
estimate can be al)l)roximiated by

£ { (Jk-- A)2 . 1- - U2. (O1 - ,, ( 01 5 (Ok)

K+AI- (18)

+ p p -,,, A) (Om Ok)2.

The interval error prob)ability p (rk = 0 e1,) A) pre*esIlits the likelihood of the Cal)on search al' -p

rithliu choosing the false peak located at 0 = 0m, as anl estimate for Ok, when the K trite signals are

located at parameter values 0 = Ok, k = 1,2.. K.

Use of (18) or (17) requires calculation of the interval error probabilities. Exact calcuilation1

"'Snuch SN Its will exist provided that tio array respotnse nismatclih is present. i.r.. prov het Idd that the arraly respolonse s

used to compllte i.(• P"' ,,(0) match the K array responses existing in the true dlat covariaI(e H.R for Ok, k = 1. 2, .... , 2 .
hIit ersource errors are not account~ed for by the large sample NNINE predictjions of VI3, nor Ivhe adapt aton of Nil

as presented herein, and does not apply to the closelv spaced sources case. IHowever. thle probability of' resolhtit io
provideil herein shouhl prove instrumental for such future extensions.
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is very difficult. Consequently, the Union Bound (UB). which is widely used in Digital Communi-
cations to calculate AI-ary detection error probabilities for the determnination of biti/svinbol error
rates [5], is emplloyed to simplify the analysis while maintaining an acceptable degree of accuracy.
Define the set of Al positive integers Nf-. = {k, K + 1, K + 2 ..... K + M - 1}. As in [67, 2]. note
that the interval error prol)ability for the AI-ary hypothesis testing problem is given by

p ( ,=O,, .A)= I- p (Wk- . 0.. .A) = -Pr U [P I-p°P (9,). > Papo(O( ), A]

It 7L II
where the UB leads to

Pr U [",071 (0") > Pc'npoij (O7,I) I A] < Pr [ Pcaon), (011) > Pc(',,j0(I (Otr) IA]
I It In 'I In

with the upper bound determined by pairwise error probab)ilities. Methods exist to tighten this
bound by expurgating redundant terms from the smu [62. 10]. A simple approach that improves
the UB approxinmation in all cases considered herein is to approximate the sum with the doilinaiit
termi [5]. This leads to the approximation

Y Pr [ PJ'apo (9,,) > Pcapon (0,,,)!1 A] - Pr [PC'-)pon (0k) > P(,,('po (O9,,,) I A]

n (19)

= 1 - Pr [Pc Papo(0m) > P(,ptto,,(Ok)I A]

thus, the interval error probabilities are approximated by the dominant pairwise error probability

p (k = 0,,, A) Ž- Pr [Pc•po, (0,,) > Pcpo, (Ok) IA] . (20)

This simple approach to approximating the interval error probabilities works remarkably well for
the MSE prediction of DOA estimates of planewaves. 12

To sunllmarize. the goal is to ap)lroximate the MISE of the Capon signal p)arameter estimate

for the k-th source via use of (18) that requires calculation of error probablities v (01. = 0,,, A).
These interval error probabilities will be approximated via the dominant term of the UB sumi. as
in (20). It is found that this modified UB aptroxiniation is relnarkably accurate in the vicinity of

"l 21it, 1 results [301 demonstrate very good prediction of localization l)erformance of ad(al)tive matched field pro-

cessing olf underwater acoustic field data (often a high inuiltipath environment). Althiough these initial resmlts are
encouraging, better approximation of the exact interval error probabilities should be considered an open problem.
The simple approach taken herein is known to break down in the klti imdimensional paramleter case, i.(,., when each
signal is (lescribled 1) y a set of signal parameters 0k = [0,. I 0 ,.2,..... ... .IT altlho(ughII tile i(ea of pro je( te d aomlbiguit V
function has shown promise [6(7] in repairing Ithis breakdown.
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the estimation threshold SNR, but tends to over predict the MISE in the no information region.
Thus, the mini'mum of (18) and the worse case ASE obtained with1 an estimate ý, that is uniformly
distributed over the parameter search space will be chosen as th( AMSE prcdiction.

Regarding the Bartlett algorithm, simply note that the sets of local maxima Av1 = { 0 I 01,02.

!.... OA} and M = 10 101 062..... 0KK+IJ ..... ,+A-} will be l)ase~d on aml)igutitV filuctiolt
4'Bnr,.ut (T). The single source (K = 1) and the tmultiple source (K > 1) based MISE for the
Bartlett DOA estimates are given, respectively, by the following:

E~ ~~ ~ 010 •1 p (T =,,A -l,(0,)
{}m t(2 (21)

mn=2

Al m=K+
in 2

+ EZ p Wk = 6O, A) (6,,,- Ok)
2 .

m-iK+1

The Bartlett interval error probabilities are approximated( by the following pairwise error pro)abi1-
ity13

) (w, = 6,,, A) >Pr [ Pnrti, (6,,) > P13artl, (0k) A] (23)

The next section summarizes the algorithm for computing the Capon and Bartlett pairwisv error
prol)al)ilities.

4.2 Capon and Bartlett Pairwise Error Probabilities

The Capon statistic evaluated at two test points is given by

1 1 1 1
PCpo6,,(O) = L - N + 1 v"(0,)Rft v(6,,) , 'npon(01) = L - N + 1 v"(0b)6-L Iv(01,) (24)

The desired pairwise error probabilities are of the form

p(C"u°" (O, lOb) n P," [ I"Coo,, (On ) > PCapu,, (0b) I A]. (25)

"Alt lhiough no misinatch has been assutied thus far. when K > I the signal sidelobe interference of nimtiple signals
introduces mismatch effects (bias(s) with the Bartlett algorithm. The presence of these effects is already accounted
for in the [IN asym niptotic local error MSE tern). i~e. the NIE term, but tile IE terin min heorY also re(juires that thn
error probabilities be computed with respect to tlie asyvn[ipotic maxima . '. The details of extendhig analysis to the
mismatch case is discussed frlthler in Section 8.
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The following probabilities are based on the assumption that the array spatial snap)shots are in-
dependent, identically distributed zero mean complex Gaussian with covariance R. Define the
following function

_- ( 2,J-1 I " k

1) Z ( (26)
(1 + x) 2J-1 k=\ k + J

where F.(x. J) is the cdf for a special case of the complex central F statistic: namely, the case when
both degrees of freedom are equal (see Appendix C). The algorithm for computing the pairwise
error probabilities for the Capon estimator is as follows:

1. Choose the( desired covariance parameter R. Although the resulting probabilities hold for any
hermitian positive definite (hpd) R, the following forii satisfies the conditioning event A:

K

R��,v + I : v(OS )v"(O0k). (27)
k=l

2. Define paraineters P+(F). P- (F) and I,b(F) such that:

P± vH(Ob)R(Fv)b) ± Fv= (24)a-lv(Od) and Iab(F) = F lv"(Oa)R-v(Oi,)V2 (28)

Define the ratio lA(F) and sign variable S,\(F):

P /'(F: V/p2 (F) la ,,(F)
/A (F) -SA(F) sign [P_(F) - VP2_(F) - 1,b(F)] . (29)

F_(F)- Vrp(F)- lab(F)

3. The desired exact iairwise error probability for the Capon algorithIm is given by

PC"(Oa IOb) = 0.5- {1 + SA(1) } - SA(1)- .F[VA (1). L - N + 2]. (30)

These pairwise error probabilities conveniently consist of finite sums involving no numerical ilte-
g'ration.

The Bartlett statistic evaluated at two test points is given by

PIartUtt(Va) . VH(O.)ftV(O,). P,,.r,,(() =1 v (O 6)RVv1 ). (31)

The desired pairwise error probability is given by the following

p ,Bar.tbtt (O.10b) =A Pr [ Pilfr,t (Oa) > PThrauet (0b) I A]. (32)

The algorithlm for calculation of the Bartlett error probability is exactly the same as the Capon
with minor parameter swaps. In particular, the paranieter definitions of step 2 should re place R
wilh R. 0, with 01, and 0(, with (4, and in step 3 L - N + 2 should be replaced with L in (30). The

proof of these probabilities is given in Appendix A.
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4.2.1 A Simple Large Sample Approximation to Pairwise Error Probabilities

While the finite sum of (30) is siuple to compute for small values of L - N + 2. it can i becolmle

l)robl)iiiatic for large values due to the binomial coefficient. The ratio /A(1) ap)proaches zero as
the SNR increases. Thus. the pairwise error probabilities of the Capton algorithm are given by
the tails of the complex F-statistic FL,-N+2,L-N+2 that are equivalently ret)resent e(l 1) the tails
of an associated complex beta statistic AL-_+2._-N+2 (see Proposition C.5 of Appendix C). Iii

particular, let J = L - N + 2, and note that' 4 F. = -= 1 + 1/, us, it follows that the
l)robability in the tails can be derived from the relations

Pr (Fj, x) =Pr(-I + li3j.j_< x) = Pr .,1 (3>)

Note that the pdf of this beta randooin variable has perfect synitnetry in [0( 1]:

i,', (;) x [3ý(1 - 4i)]'l-1. (34)

The first and second nioments are easily showin to be

1 , 1+1

2 - 2(2J + 1)' (35)

Due to the perfect symmetry of the pdf of this beta statistic, it is reasonable to approximate the
beta tails with those of a Gaussian via 15

Pr (Fjj < r) 2- 1 + x 2- (3(i)-J + , 1 1

2(2,1 + 1) 4

where Q(.) is related to the conipleinentary error functiou. Since this error fiiiuction is based oni
the real Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance of one half. the in stanidard (leviation
poinit in the tail is given by satisfying the equation

1 1

1 + x m
V 1(37)

2(2J + 1) 4

Solving for x one obtains the desired threshold for the ti standard deviation tail p)oint:

o(,,, J) +- 2J+7[± 2J 1 1
4 If ranlom Variable A has the same pdf as random variable H. then they are said to be equal in (list r'i|mt ion, and

this is denoted by A 'i L
I'T he complemntary ldist ribu lion function of the standard (Caussian is dlenoted 1 ) Q(.) It is related l to Ihe

well-tabillated error function crf(.) and comnplementary error funcntion lerfc(.): naniely. Q.() ± ,eri () ..

l-erf (±)] = •--5 -fj d' . See [1, 5j for more details.
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This tail threshold will be of use in Section 5. Equation (36) leads to the following large samiple
app)roximnation of the Capon algorithm pairwise error probabilities:

(I 1 1

P•°O b-- 0.5" {1 + SA(1)} - SA(1) Q + 1± (1) 2
L - N+3 12[2(L-N--N 1] 2) 1 ()4

Equation (36) similarly leads to the following large sample approximation of the Bartlett algorithin
pairwise error probabilities:

P},ýIarlt~t (Oaltb) -_ 0.5. -{1 + $A(1)} - A(1) I + 1 +A(1 2 (40)L ( + 1

2(2L + 1) 4

where for the Bartlett algorithm J = L and the aforementioned parameter swaps have been as-
surmed. These approximat ions work well for large values of the degrees of freedom parameter (good
for J > 40 approximately), and can be valuable for systemi design and analysis. since the tail
probabilities of the Gaussian are well tabulated. Indeed, this approximnation proves quite useful for
predicting the Capon (and Bartlett) threshold SNR directly in closed form.
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5. A METHOD OF DIRECT THRESHOLD SNR APPROXIMATION: A
SINGLE PLANEWAVE SIGNAL IN WHITE NOISE

The method of threshold SNR prediction presented in Sections 4.1 4.2 requires an initial
prediction of the MSE curve, from which a subsequent estimate of the threshold SNR can be easily

inferred. The predicted MSE curve is useful, as it extends the measure of paramneter accuracy of
the Capon (and Bartlett) algorithm well into the threshold region. It is desired, however, in this

section to (consider direct calculation of the threshold SNR that does not require an initial MSE
prediction. This will be (lone for the canonical case of a single planewave signal in white noise.

Steinhardt and Bretherton [48] derive(d a closed form expression for the threshold SNR of
ML estimation of the frequency of a sinusoid in AXVGN. The simple analytic forms of the outlier

probabilities and the a;symptotic MSE expression (given by the CRB) inade such a calculatioIn

tractable. Since such niceties are not available for the Capon algorithm, the approach taken herein

will build upon the p)remise that the MSE consists solely of local error contiributions twhen the

search algorithm obtains its maximum fron the local interval containing the unique global iaraximnm?

Of the underlying ambiguity function with near probability 1. The threshold SNR, or equivalently

the smallest SNR at which this local error domiination occurs. will be approxinmated by using

the pairwise error probability associated with the most significant contender to the true global
maximum, namely. the location of the largest false peak of the ambiguity finction.

Let the location of the global maximum of the ambiguity function be(0) be given by

OGAI = 01. and let the location of the largest competing local maximnun (location of the highest

si(Mlobe level) be given by OLs' = 02. The true data covariance is clearly given by R = (T I +
0`Sv(0 )v"(0i ). For simplicity of notation, define the following variables

(7- 2/y. IIv(01)!=12  1v(02)l, 12 = v"(02)v(0t)12,, 1/f. (41)

Using the matrix inversion lemma. it is straightforward to show that the paraiieters of step 2 of
Section 4.2 can be written in the forin

1 1V__• , I (1 -C ),' .(42P[(1) =4-(I 2 Tv (1 112() +(2t v 1 2 (.42)

The ratio IA(l) is clearly SNR, depeildent and defines the argument of the F distribution in (30)

and the complementary error function in (39) that determines the probal)ility of an outlier. Thus.

the smallest SNR at which local error domination occurs (can be inferred by finding the value of

lA,(1) necessary for "near enough" to zero error probability. The needed proximity to zero error

probability is in general a fairly conil)licated function of (i) the ambiguity function and its several

derivatives evaluated at the true source location, and (ii) the mathematical form of the error

probability itself. Empirical analysis of uniforin lincar arrays (ULAs) indicates. how ce ,r, that for

the lanre sample case the err'or probability when evaluated at the threshold SNR is approxinately
that obtain ed about four standard deviations out in the tails of the Gaussian approximation (39).

Denote the threshold value of the tm standard (eviation tail by o, that is approximately given by
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(38). Define the variables

+a + (.2 ,%' 1 S2 ,2 1

S (tJ-1 V V • Iv(.a.)nd ,IV for A= 1.,2 (43)

where c2 is thgeometric cosine [18] and it is assmed that the scanning vectors are of equal norm. It

canl be shown [with (42) and elementary algebra] that satist'ving the constraint lA(1) = (l(4, L-N+2)
requires obtaining the correct real root of the following quartic equation in the SN13 varialble r:

a + x + bx 2 + cX + d = 0 (44)

where the coefficients of tile quartic are given by the following equations:

2

( 2

b,,2 14

,2( _1) 1'0 ,-222(1- ) + l )s

= [1]T1) 12
4.2

+dC-; ±12+• (+ - 4)
4 2i

One can argue that at least one of the roots is guaranteed to be real and non-negative. vielding',
the desired threshold SNR by the intermediate-value theorem of elementary calculus when applied
to the continuous F distribution of (30). or its continuous large sample approximation (39). The
closed form solution to tile quartic equation is known [56. 22]. The common ap)proach is to convert
the quartic to a subsidiary or depressed cubic:

y3 +py 2+qy+r =0(
where p =b; q = ac- 4d, rv= a2 d + c2 - 4bd.

'fihe known solution for the roots of a cubic equation cail n1ow be applied. fromn which the solution

of the original quartic will then follow. Define the variables

at = q - pt2 /3: v = r - pq/3 + 2(p/3):: D = 4(u/3)3 + 1,2. (47)

One of the roots of the subsidiary cubic 1" is given by the following equation

(3)[2(V-D + )]/) - [(V'h + v)/2]('/: -)p/ 3 , D > 0:

I ,, = (48)
2\/ (5 {s - 2(_--3))(3/2) x } - p/ 3 , D <( 0

"'There are obviously three roots to the subsidiary c; v ubic. and ill theo iry it doesn't matter which sol ution is used to

obtain the final solutions to the quartic equation. Thus, the root possessing tihe simplest analytic form wasi chosen
for this presentation.
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where the form of the solution depends on the sign of the discriminant D. Defining the variables

g = (a/2) - ,/(o,/2)2 - b - Y; hi = -(Y!2) - (Y/2)- - d. (49)

the desired real non-negative root of the original quartic that yields the desired threshold SNR of
the Capon algorithm is given by

SNR7 ,If ( .•ý,. L. N) - 1-(g1/2)+ V± (/2) 2 - h. (50)

Applying the same approach to the Bartlett algorithm results in the quadratic equation
A.12 + !3.r + C 0. whose solution yields the desired threshold SNR. The coefficients are easily
shown to be

A=4( -1)s b = -4 <'a.C, ' = -4-ý2 2 (51)

The desired threshold SNRt for the Bartlett algorithm uses tail threshold (t(4. L) and is given by
the quadratic formula:

SNRBoTthtt 2 c .,L. N 2 +1 l (-1) . (52)
Sqs(- 1) [

While the expression for the Capon threshold SNR could benefit from further asymptotic simplifi-
cation. the Bartlett threshold SNH expression is rather intuitive. Note that the Bartlett threshold
SNR is inversely proportional to the steering vector norm -y. This makes sense because the norm
directly impacts the element level SNR; in fact, one could assume unit norm and absorb j into the
element level SNR. Larger -. leads to high element level SNFls. and thus a lower threshold value
can be tolerated. Snmaller -t leads to low element level SNRs., and thus a higher threshold value is
needed. It is also reasonable to interpret ' as a measure of the effective array gain. Note further
that the Bartlett threshold SNR is also inversely proportional to the geometric sine variable s2'

If the steering vector for the largest sidelobe ambiguity direction is strongly correlated with the
steering vector of the true signal direction, then the competing sidelobe level will be high and so

will be small. As s') becomes small, the Bartlett threshold SNR expression predicts that a much
higher threshold SNIB value is necessary to overcome the influence of the competing sidelobe.

The utility and accuracy of these results is demonstrated in Section 9.
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6. A MEASURE OF THE PROBABILITY OF RESOLUTION FOR. THE
CAPON AND BARTLETT ALGORITHMS

Empirical analyses (presented in Section 9) corroborate the success of the adaptation of MIE
to the Capon and Bartlett algorithlns presented in Section 4 for well separated sources. When
sources are not well separated, but are closely spaced, then empirical based( MSE curves tend to
depart in form from the typical composite curve illustrated in Figure 1. MIE as described in Section
4 will not predict these observed nontypical MSE curves, because it does not account for the imp)act
of unresolved sources on the ambiguity function (at low enough SNRs unresolved sources lead to a
single peak of the ambiguity function). and it does not account for intersource error contributions
to the MSE, that can occur even after signals are well resolved.

A useful measure of the probability of resolution, however, can be defined that provides good

p)rediction of the SNR at which sources can be resolved by the Capon algorithm (and Bartlett.
although the usual Fourier/Rayleigh limit suffices for this conventional approach). that in turn
serves as a lower bound o01 the threshold SNR [25]. Appendix A provides the derivation of the
exact cdf and pdf for the following ratio of power spectral estimates:

FAOIO) P('a0 ori(0a) v"1(01')R- IV (0b) A PB.rtiuo'(0.) _ v11 (60,) fv(0',)
upoo (0b) VH( (0a)R mv( 0)' FA (0 ,, -b) -PBurt (Ob) v 11 (0b),Rv (00 ( 5)

The derived ('(If and pdf ho11 for any arbitrary hpd data covariance R. For a two closely sp)aced
sources scenario of the form

R = RN + a', v(Oo)v (0o) + v(0bv() + -60)v11(0 0 + 60). (54)

(define parameter OAI, as the paranleter value for the source with the smallest power out of the

anibiguity function., i.e..

OA' = arg 11111 ( 0). (55)

00,0o +60

A two-point measure of the Capon probability of resolution can be defined as

.P Capon 2 PO =*rP•pn o+5 _ P" Caon(OUP)1% , (P 0 0 .0 0 + 0 ) p .Pr [ P (' , ( 0o + •2 ( 5 6 )

Pr FA (Oo +d ,o ,11), <P]

where it is assumed that 0 < p < 1 is a parameter related to confidence (probabilities actually
hold for all non-negative p). The parameter p essentially defines the desired -dip" in the Capon

power spectrumn between two closely spaced sources. For example. if a2 = o-2 and ) = 0.5. then, S, Sb,

P,7,,,, (0Oo. 0) + 50) is the p)robal)ility that the dip in P('upo, (0) midway between these two sources
is at least 3 (113 less than the peak of either soum(ce. Similar measures of resolution have been

proposed in [18. 25, 50, 72. 61, 47]. The algorithm for comiput ing the Capon two-poiint probal)ility
of resolution is as follows:
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1. Choose the desired covariance paramleter R as in (54) and parameters in equations (28) (29)
with F = p to obtain P±(p), lb(p), SA(p), and /A(P) with Ot = 0± + 60/2 and 0b = AII'.

2. The desired two-point probability of resolution is given by

pT Apo•+,6+0) = 0.5 3 1 - SA (p)} + SA (P) .F [A (p), L - N + 2]. (57)

This probal)ilitv of resolution in the large sample case caian be well approximated as

pp,,O_ C + 1A(p) 1

P,'Pot' (6 0 , 0o + 60) -- 0.5. {1 - Sx(p) } + SA(p) L -/AQ ±p 2 (58)L- N +3 1
2[2(L--- N-+-2) + 1] 4

The Bartlett probability of resolution is obtained from a similar formulation:

Pr t(9 o +3) arP Pr(/0 )< + P•3 <tc,(oA1,)10 Pr Pa 2tlet J 2 (59)=Pr "p- 0 0+2"Ot < p

The algorithm for computing the Bartlett probability of resolution is very similar to that for
comnputing the Capon probability of resolution with small parameter changes:

1. Choose the desired covariance parameter R as in (54) and parameters in equations (28) (29)
with F = p to obtain P±(p). I,,b(P), SA(p), and IA(P) with tt = 0Ap and 01, = 0( + 36/2 and
R-1 replaced by R.

2. The desired two-point probability of resolution is given by

/,ýrtlt (6.• 6+ 60) 0.5 { 1 - SA\ (W)} + SA (p) - [1A (p) L] (60)

This probability of resolution in the large sample case can be well approximated as

+ 6 0)± 6 0.5 1 - SA() ±+ S ,\ (p) 1 + ) 2 I

2 N 2(2L + 1) 4
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The numerical results of Section 9 will demonstrate the utility of these measures for predicting
the SNRs at which closely spaced sources b)ecome resolvab)le b)y the Capon or Bartlett method. This
resolution SNR also p)rovides a lower bound for the threshold SNR above which the large saiuple
MSE performance p)redictions of VB and others apply when closely space(d sources are p)reseint.
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7. DIRECT CLOSED FORM CALCULATION OF THE CAPON
RESOLUTION/DETECTION SNR: TWO EQUAL POWER SIGNALS IN

WHITE NOISE

The goal of this section is to provide a method for computing the Capon resolution SNR
directly that does not require an initial calculation of the probal)ility of resolution curves. This can

be accomplished in a manner similar to that used for direct ap)proximation of the threshold SNR

described in Section 5.

Let the desired probability of resolution be given by Pd, e.g., if a 90(Y( likelihood of a 3
(1B dip (p = 0.5) occurring between two spectral peaks is desired, then Pd = 0.90. This desired
resolution p)robability implies a necessary threshold value for the ratio IA(p). For small sample
support L. or in particular small values of L-N +2., one must numerically invert the F-distribution
given in (57) to obtained the needed threshold 6. Such inversions are commonp)lace in adaptive
detection analysis. as they provide the required threshold values for detection statistics to maintain
a specified probability of false alarm [27, 26. 49]. For large values of L - N + 2 (approximately
greater than 40), however, a simI)le inversion is possible using the error function. Recall that the
probability is determined by the tails of the complex F distribution, i.e.. a calculation of the form
Pr [Fj.j <! ý(; .)] = c. Using the large sample approximation of the F distribution discussed in
Section 5 and presented for the p)robability of resolution in equation (58) of Section 6. it is easy to
show that the desired tail threshold is well approximated býy inverting the error function to obtain:

J)F + + erfc-1 (2 c) -1. (62)d(E; 2 2J _ + 2,+ 1 2"

Define the following variables

0.5.[1-SA(P)I+A A (P) .Pd, 6=L:L-N+2), •= K -l (63)

and let the data covariance for two equal power closely spaced sources in white noise be defined ams

R = (TI ± + v(0i )v0 (01) +I a+2v(0.)v 1 1 (02) (64)

where clearly the signal directions are given by 01 = 00 and 02 = 00 + 60. Let the midpoint angle
be deiloted by 0: = 0 , + 30/2, and define also the following variables

' -2/- 2 , 1/2. = IIv(0i)112. 02 = IIv(O2,)H2.l = Ijv(0:,)J 2. (5)

0'12 = V"(0 )v(0 2 ) 13 = vH(01 )V(0'i)- V23 V"(0 2 )v(03 )

[note that 012 is defined differently here than in (41)]. Setting lA(p) = d and solving for the SNR
variable indicated by x, it can be shown [with elemnentary algebra] that the desired resolution SNB
is obtained as a root of the following quartic equation:

.9l + xa. + b&r2 + (r + (t = 0 (66)
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where the coefficients are given by the following ratios

h= B/A, b= C/A, D/A, d = E/A (67)

that are defined in terms of the following variables

A = ±A-AA2+ 4JAI121p
B = 2ýAB- 2A+B+ +8pRe(AiB*)

2ýAC + B_ - (2A+C+ + B+) + 4p [2Re (AIC*)+ IB+ I] (68)

D = 2ýBC- - 2B+C+ +±8pRe(BIC*)
E = ýC2 -C+) +4p ICI 12.

These coefficients are expressed in terms of further coefficients defined as follows:

A+= (i I+1 K2(, v + pV'3) - + -- T --31 ± 2Re 1* T 1 (6w)
V 172 112 '1!1  ( l '2

(1 ± p1 1 2 12 1 l, 131 2  1'231 12 (vi ± pvc3)

B+: + ( ±pvaj) T- T-- p C± (70)
+ý P9/) (V 2 VIVl2 lyi 112 1'1 2 ~ l~

A (1 i1,212' (1 1 v ) 113 V] 21 ,= --1(1 )A1= i + B = vj + V V232 = C/3  + 1 :'l (1
V I /2 ) "'1 2 (.2 '12 V',112 1 11 (2

The roots of (66) can be obtained using the algorithnn described by (46) (49) from Section 5
swapping (a, b, c, d) with (&db, d, t). The desired real non-negative root of the original quartic that
Yields the desired resolution SNR of the Capon algorithm for confidence level Pd is given by

SNB•7PoV (v1 .2. V3,2, t'l , L. N, p. Pd) = -(fl/2) + I(!/2)l2 - I. (72)

Although this expression could likewise benefit from an asymptotic simplification [a simple exercise
left to the ambitious]. it is exact and found to be quite usefnl for system parameter trade studies
and design.
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8. SIGNAL MODEL MISMATCH EFFECTS: MSE PREDICTION AND
RESOLUTION

Thie scanning vectors v(0) used to form the Capon spectra P(',poi(0) are chosen by the user
and are therefore subject to errors. The array responses of the signals present in the (data. as
descril)ed by the true underlying covariance paramleter R, are likely to (liffer from the scanning
vectors chosen by the user. This difference is historically referred to as signal model mismatch [18].
and its ipresence often limits achievable performance. Accounting for its impact is of particular
interest for high-resolution approaches, since signals that do not fall on the scanning search manifold
will suffer some degree of suppression by construction [see (3)]. In this section. a strategy for
a(counting for mismatch in MSE prediction is p)resented for a single signal in white noise. Extension
to colored noise [30] and multiple signals is transparent.

Let the true data covariance be given by R = orI 2+ ( 2 dd1 ., where the true signal array

response is given by d. yet the scanning vectors chosen by the user are given by v(0). It will be
assuined that although mismatch is present. the ambiguity function i/,(-p,,,(0) = 1/v"(0)R-Hv(0)
remains inultimodal and has a unique global maximum in the search domain of interest, the location
of which shall be denoted by 0 (;,A. Define the coinitioning event B = { Global maxinumi of
ambiguity function is at O(;A }. Let the locations of all other local maxima of the ambiguity
function within the signal p)arameter domain of interest when evaluated at a sufficiently large

SNR 1 (large enough that the global maximumi is evi(lent and located at O(;M) be given by the
finite set A4 = { 0 1, 02.... ,0m-1}. MSE is defined relative to some assumed -t rue' location of
the signal. Let that assumed true location be denoted 0,1. Note that the VB asymptotic local error
MSE predictions [57] hold for arbitrary data covariance matrices R. Thus, the asymptotic MSE
pre(liction (•TI3(OT) holds in the presence of signal p no(tel mismatch, and no new theory need be
d(evelop)ed ill the regiue of high SNR values for which these predictions hold. The Capon asynmptotic
local error MISE of the estimate 6 in the. presence of nismatch is given by

V2 -(I) = £ {(E " OT)} [" {-- OT21 £ {( O AI)} 3)

where the asymptotic bias can be written

E {9W- 0,'} 1 {OE 0c;,j} I± (0(;j I - 0-j-) (74)

flegarding the threshold region of MSE performance. the lesson learned in Section 4.1 is that
th( comrect weights governing the tronsition of AISE perJormanc from the no information region to

1W rhile it is (o11on practice to diagonally load the est imated data covariancle to robust|iv the Capon beam fornier

to the deleterious effects ofn mismatch errors [19. 61, 23]. the impact of such regularization shall not lbe considered
herein. Snlch an analvses is currentlv underway [12]. It is noleworthly. however, to state herein that tih asymptotic
NSEIs performance for a diagonally loaded Capon estimator has been observed to be bounded by that predicted
for the inhiloaded Capon estinmlator [57], and that predicted for the unloaded Bartlett estimator [21]. It is perhaps
straightforward to construct a proof of these bounds based solely on cont inuity.

"s For the D)OA estination problem, the location of these maxinia is weakly dependenlt on SN IR lbut in gneral t his
dependence can be significant and should be accounted for (see [30]. for examp)le).
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the asymptotic region are thoscJ given by th( intcn?1,al er)ror p-lobabilitics Vclatiic to thI local intriv/al
of the global maximulm of the ambiguity function. Thus, the total MSE for this Capon parameter
estimate can be approximated by

E 07 1-mp 0'O- B)] + 0,= O B) (0,, (75)

where the interval error prol)abilities are approximatedI by the dominant pairwise error l)roI)al)ilitY

of the UB sum:

) = 0rn 1) - Pr [oP(,,po (01,fl) > P(',,on(O(;A)I )] - (76)

Note that the estimation error is with respect to the assumed true target angle 0OT, but the error

t)rol)al)ilities are with respect to the location of the true global maxinmm of the ambiguity fmnction

OGA;. Equations (73) (76) represent the first generalization of MIE MSE prediction to encompass
signal model misnmatch. These equations provide accurate predictions of misnmatch )erformance

and have ibeen recently applied with success to fairly complex high iiultipathi environmellts where
mismatch is often inevital)le [30]. A recent analysis haus lead to a lower bound on MSE performance
when signal mismatch is present within a Bayesian estimation context [67, 70]. The approach

presenteed in this section, although applied to the Capon estimator. is likewise applicable to other
nonlinear estimation schemes iticluding the Bartlett algorithni and ML estimation.

Regarding resolution in the presence of mismatch. the two-point measure of the prol)ability
of resolution derived in Section 6 holds for all choices of scanning vectors v(O) andi hpd covariance
matrices R. Thus, no modification or new theory need l)e developed to hand(le the impact of signal
model mismatch on the resolution of the Capon algorith1mm.
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9. NUMERICAL RESULTS

9.1 Single Broadside Signal in White Noise

Consider a DOA estimation scenario involving a single planewave source in AWGN resulting
in a set of signal bearing snap)shots x(l) - CAl0, I +- a4v(OT)v" (O•1)], I = 1.2 .... L. for an N = 18
elemnent uniform linear array (ULA) with slightly less than lambda over two element spacings. The

array has a 3 (lB beailwidth of 7.2 degrees, arid the desired target signal is arbitrarily placed at
OT = 90 degrees (array broadside). Tihe signal parameter search space of interest is defined to be
0 E [60°, 120°]. Ihe signal parameter to be estimated is clearly the scalar angle of arrival 0 = 0f'.
The resulting Monte Carlo simulation-based MISE performance, the Cramir-Rao Bound (CRB),
anrd the MIE-based MSE predictions as a function of the array element level SNR are shown in
Figure 3 for the samliple support cases of L = 1.5N, 2N, and 3N. The VB asymptotic local error
MSE prediction is illustrated for the L = 2N case for comparison. Note that the VB prediction is
only valid above the estimation threshold SNR. The MIlE MSE prediction is remarkably accurate
well into the estimation threshold region, as it continues with accurate prediction where the VB
MSE predictions begin to become inaccurate at low SNRs. Note that UB approxiiation begins
to over-predict the MSE in the no information region. Thus. it is hard limited to the variance of
a unifornm distribution. It is known that the Capon estimator is not asymptotically (SNR-- D)
efficient for fixed L, such that increwsing the SNR does not bring its MSE performnance closer to
the CRB [61]. This nonefficiency is likewise manifest in these performance curves. [MATLAB code
is provided in Appendix D for the benefit of the interested reader. that will reproduce the MSE

prediiction of this exaniiple.]

Figure 3 also illustrates the accuracy of the direct closed forii approximation of the threshold
SNR given by equation (50). The threshold SNRs indicated by the solid vertical lines use a value
of o based on the tails of equation (30) (approximately 5×x 10- error probability). whereas thle
(dasled vertical lines use a value of a derived froii the tails of the large sample apI)roxiimation
(39) four standar(d deviations out. The threshold SNR based on (39) becomes more accurate as L

increases. Figure 5 further illustrates the utility of this direct calculation by plotting the Capon
threshold SNR as a function of the peak sidelobe level am2 mid the norim of the array responises

Smaller norms amid larger sidelobe levels result ini higher threshold SNR points with the stronger

dependeIce being on the norin parameter -}. The secondt plot in Figure 5 shows the impa'ct of
increased saimiple support on the resulting threshold SNR point; reduced finite sample effects result
in smaller threshold SNRs, with the stronger dependence being the height of the peak sidelobe level

2

Figure 4 shows the analogous MSE predictions and Monte Carlo results obtained from )roc('ss-
ing the same ldata through the conventional Bartlett algorithm. The MIE-based MSE p)redictions
are very accurate well into the threshold region. Note that for this case of a single planewave signal
in ANWGN that this convenitional beamiforming approach results in an efficient estimate of the DOA
at high SNRs. It call be shown that the Bartlett algorithim in fact yields the ML estimate in this
case [3. 13]. The losses in parameter accuracy seen by the Capon algorithin relative to the CRB
in this case are adaptive training losses. Clearly, if there is only a single signal present iii a white
noise environmenit. then there is no need to adapt (i. c., there is iio interference to cancel). Since the
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Capon algorittn unneýcessarily at(tenq)ts to adapt in this benign environnient, there is sonie loss

in performanee. These losses, however, become gains in the presence of colored noise. or nnitliple
signals. Note also from Figure 4 the remarlable accuracy of the direct threshold SNR calculation
of (52). The utility of this direct threshold SNR approximation is fuirther ilhlstrated in Figure 6
where it is plotted versus sidelobe level, sainple sutpport. and steering vector norm: in contrast with
Figure 5, the Bartlett algorithm is the p)referred choice in this case since both optimnal accuracy is
achieved at high SNRs. and the threshold SNR values are lower.

9.2 Two Signals in White Noise

Next consider the same scenario as in Section 9.1. bnt with an additional source of e(ulial

power included in the environment at 70 degrees. The Capon algorithm MISE l)erfornaiice of both
signal paraIneter estimates is illustrated in Figure 7, and the Bartlett algorithm NISE perforanawce
in Figure 8. The MIE predictions remain quite accurate well into the threshold region in both
cases. This example also provides a goo(d illustration of the benefit of adaptive processing. The two
signals have sidelobe energy that is permitted to interfere with the mainlobe energy of the other
signal when using the conventional Bartlett algorithm. This interference introduces a bias (a sniall
one in this case) in DOA estimates at high SNRs that cannot be overcome by larger signal strength.
The source of this bias can be traced to the locations of the peaks of the ambiguity finction relative
to the true signal locations. This is illustrated in Figure 9. where close examnination reveals the
diflerence in these locations, and Figure 10 shows the MSE curve of one signal at high SN~ls
leveling out at the bias. The adaptive Capon algorithm on the other hand places mills in signal
directions it is not steered to. This adaptive nulling mininizes the impact of one signal on the
DOA estimation of another. The benefit of this adaptivity is illustrated in Figure 7 as larger signal
strength results in ilnt)roved accuracy. It is noteworthy that the Bartlett algorithin p)rovides better
accuracy at the low SNRIs in the threshold region, whereas the Capon algorithIn MISE perforiiance
eventually equals and sirIpass that of the Bartlett at high SNRs. While neither the Bartlett nor thlie
Capon algorithm are eficient in this case. increased signal strength results in imnpr()ved paramneter
estimation accuracy for the Capon algorithmn.

9.3 Mismatch: Tilted Minimum Redundancy Linear Array

Section 8 presented a strategy for accounting for misnmath in MSE predictions. As an illus-
tration, consider an N = 4 element minimunm redundancy linear array (MRLA) [(il] that has nmuch
higher sidelobes (anibiguities) than a filly populated 7-element ULA (see conventioial beampat-
terns in Figure 11). Mismatch (cam be introduced by tilting this array, yet p)rocessing the data as
if the array were not tilted. The adal)tation of MIE described in Section 8 (,an account fo~r this
inismnatch as illustrated in Figure 12, where several tilt angles have been considered. Note that the
MISE predictions accurately capture both the global errors due to the high ainbiguities (threshold

region), as well as the asyinptot ic bias resulting from inisiiatch.
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9.4 Capon Algorithm Probability of Resolution

The two-point measure of the Capon prol)ability of resolution proposed iii Section 6 allows
one to predict the SNRs required for a dip in the estinmated power spectrum of a specified lev(,l to
appear between closely spaced sources with high confidence. Consider the N = 18 (,lcl(inet UILA of
the example in Section 9.2, and choose a sample support of L = 3N. It is of interest to consider
resolution pertorunance as the position of the additional source of equal power varies. Ilie resulting
probal)ilities of resolution for both the Capon and Bartlett algorithm derived in Section 6 are plottcd
in the upper right of Figure 13 as a function of the angle separation for varied choices of elenment-
level SNR. The superiority of the Capon method is clearly illustrated as resolving power increases
with SNR: in contrast, the conventional Bartlett method cannot excee(d the Fourier/Bayhiigh limit
no1 matter how strong the signals. This is reflected in the Bartlett probab)ility of resolution as all
curves are so close they appear as one, only achieving good resolution at separations of a leamnwi(lth
or greater. Note that as the signals become arbitrarily close, the two-point probalbility of resolution
must migrate back to 0.5 as the two signals become indistinlguishable.

As the next examnple, let the additional source of equal tpower b)e placed at 93 degrees, i.c..
at less than half a beamwidth sep)aration. Let the nominal ULA array sensor positions z,, be
independently perturbed l)y zero mean spherically symmetric Gaussian noise. such that the true
array sensor p)ositions are given by zr, + e, where e,1  A':(0, - 3URA1S)T

of Figure 13 show a plot of the Capon prob)at)ility of resolution as a function of the eleliment level
SNR with L = 2N spatial snapshots. Two forums of mismatch are considered: (i) deteriministic.
and (ii) stochastic. The lower left plot was generated by simply using a single realization of a
perturbed array as the root MSE of the perturbations is steadily increased (different perturbations
were usedl for each value of cH)* The lower right plot represents the resolution ol)serve(l as one

averages over ami ensemble of perturl)ation realizations. Note that the location of the SNR at which
resolving occurs appears to be relatively constant as a function of the perturl)ation level: namiely,
the miaximal resolution is achieved at an element SNR of apt)roximnately 15 dB (al)out 40) dB1 array
SNR). SNB in excess of this value is essentially wasteful. As more mnismnatch is introduced, the
asyniptotic likelihood of resolution (decreases. The dip in P,,,,, before its evenitual rise as SN is
varied is simuply due to the fact that the underlying Capon ambiguity function has a singhle peak
midway between the two sources for low SNR values (sources are unresolved), as illustrated in the
upper left of Figure 13. It is only when the source SNRs exceed that necessary for resolutiton that
two distinct peaks appear at the source locations, with a dip in between. Since the two-poilnts
used for the p)rol)al)ility of resolution calculation are chosen such that one is at one of the source
locations and the other miuidway between the two sources, a dip occurs before the rise.

Lastly, consider the same array configuration illuniinated by two equal power sources. It is
(lesired to determine the SNR required for these sources such that a realization of the Clapon spec-
trum will have a dip (of any level, i.e., p = 1) between the two signal DOAs with a 90tX likelihood,
i.c.. P111 1 (001 00 + 60) = 0.9. This resolution SNR can I)e deterinined from the prol)abilitv of
resolution curves obtained from (57). One can likewise make use of the direct calculation l)rovide(d
I) (72). Figure 14 plots this resolution SNR as a function of both angle separatio(n 6O and samiple
support L. Clearly, angle separation is the primary (etermiuinant for this resolution SNII. Increasing
samiple supp)ort provides the largest gains when the signals are appreciably s(ei)arate(d, thus (driving
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down the large variance of the adaptive sidelobes [26. 40. 41]. This is evidenced in Figure 14 bl
the larger swings of the -5 dB and -10 dB contours as L is increased. As the signal separation
decreases, these swings are barely noticeable as finite sample effects are less important because the
SNRs required for resolution are so large that they dominate the convergence of the adaptive mulls
of the Capon processor. Reference [41] explores the statistics of adaptive nulling, and demonstrates
that while convergence is impacted by finite sample effects. it is also inversely proportional to signal
strength. Hence. only a few training samples of a very strong interferer are required for adequate
null formation, whereas many samples are required to drive down the quiescent sidelobes of the
adaptive beamiforiner. These characteristics of adaptive beamforming are well known and serve as
catalysts for the study of robust beamforming methods [19. 23].
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10. CONCLUSIONS

The method of interval errors (MIE) has been successfully adapted and exten(ded to the
Capon-MVDR algorithm and the Bartlett algorithm, providing remarkably accurate predictioll of
the MSE threshold SNRs for the DOA estimation of an arbitrary number of well separated sources.
These SNRs are predicted via simple finite sum expressions for the pairwise error probabilities,
involving no numerical integration, and circumventing the need for many time-consuming Monte
Carlo simulations. Simple large sample ap)proximations for these error l)robabilities based on the
well-tabulated complementary error function were derived. Closed form approximations of the

threshold SNR points of both the Capon and Bartlett algorithms were derived for the large sample
canonical case of a single planewave signal in white noise. A new two-point ineasure of the Capon
algorithm probability of resolution was proposed that accurately predicts the SNRs necessary for
mutual source resolvability for sources of arbitrary closeness. For convenience, a direct inversion of
these resolution probabilities yielding the required resolution/detection SNR was provided for the
canonical case of two equal power signals in white noise. This direct inversion silnplifies system

paraimeter trade studies. Both the threshold region MISE predictions and resolution probabilities
account for colored noise, finite sample effects, and signal model mismatch, and thus, represent
valuable design and analysis tools for any system employing the Capon and/or Bartlett algorithm.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF PAIRWISE ERROR PROBABILITIES FOR THE CAPON

AND BARTLETT ALGORITHMS

The analysis presented in this report has assumed that each of the K signals of interest
possess a single parameter of interest Ok. Several applications involve signals that possess multiple

parameters each. i.-.C, Ok = [0k,,1 -tk,2...a (k.A]' (see [21, 24] ). The following derivation is valid
for such a case. This is emphasized by the chosen notation.

The desired pairwise error probabilities are defined by the following

.P ('oao, 1Ob) = Pr [P&apon (0a) > Pc'.pon (0b,) A]
P,11"rtt ta (0a,1b) = Pr [P3,,rtca tt(0.) > PBartatt (0b) I A](

File conditioning event A is satisfied via the appropriate choice of the data covariance R. The
following derivations are valid, however, for any arbitrary R: hence, the conditioning notation is
omnitted. The analysis in [37] requires that the pdf of the ratio FA be derived where

L V11 (0b) ii-v(°b) -A v"(Oi)Rkv(O,)
vF- )R-'v(0a) and ,.= vl(Ob)v(Ob). (A-2)

Both of these random variables are non-negative with probability 1, and hence are defined over the
domain of non-positive real numbers. Note that the corresponding cdfs are given by

Pr(FA < F) = Pr Lv (O,)i-'v(Ob) - F. 0(0,)R-v(O,) 0](A-3)
Pr (PA < P) = Pr LV/ (0a) )-•"v -F*0v Ob)Rv(Ob) - PA-]A

The desired pairwise error probabilities can be written ill terms of these cdfs:
p a.pono O' = (F5 )o

(0, 1 ( ,) 1 - Pr (FA < 1) and pB0rtlctt(o 16o) 1 - Pr ( < ) . (A--)

Thus, the goal of this section is to first derive the cdfls of FA and F5 from which both the desired

pairwise error probabilities follow, and the pdfs of these random variables via differentiation. This
analysis draws heavily upon the techniques described in Section 3-5 of [49], involving whitening,
orthogonal rotations. use of matrix lemmas, and complex Gaussian-related statistics (as summarized
in Appendix C). One such complex Gaussian-related statistic is the complex central F-statistic,

obtained from the ratio of two complex central chi-squared statistics. .e. 1/,•t = Fj.n with lpdf

given byt 19

pl,.1 3(F = (J + B -1)! FF 0-(-5
P*:"" ~(J:)= - 1)!(B - 1)! (1 + F)(.J+ B)" >0 A5

"lf rianom ivariale A hi aý tile same 1'(lf as randomii variable 13, t hen they arw said to be equal ill dist r ilut ion. aid

this is (lenotedt by Aw d B.
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This statistic will be useful in the developments to follow. The cdfs and 1)(Ifs of FA and f, will Ibe
derived independently in sequence. Let the N x L data matrix and associated N x N in-Ioriialize(l
estiinated data covariance from whiich the estinlated signal parameters shall be derived be given.
respectively, by

X = [x(1)lx(2) .-. jx(L)] and Rf-- XX". (A-6)

A.1 Capon Algorithm

Note that the data matrix X can be represented as a linearly transfoirmed white data matrix
Z that is invariant to any unitary rotation Q. leading to an equivalent stochastic represelitation for
the est imated data covariance matrix:

X 2QZ I = (XX")-I d 1/R_2 Q (ZZ)-I QR' 1 / 2 . (A-7)

Let V = [v(Oa) Iv(Ob), and choose the unitary rotation Q such that

QR-1/ 2 V [ A22 ] and let A= [6 ,1(b]_ (A-8)S0)N -2) x2J

Note frlom (A-8) that

A"A = V"R-iV = V1 (o,)R-'v(O,,) v"(O,)R-v(O,,) 1 -[ 112 6'1,6(A[v"1 (0h)R- v(O,,) V" (0b)R-'V(Ob) 151V /,&, 11&,11

Partition the white data inatrix such that

2,z- -2x (A-{))
[ I2" J(A,-2).LI

Using well known matrix inversion leninnas for partitioned mnatrices, note that tHie inverse of the
whitened sample covariance matrix can b)e written as

(ZZ = [22 * where = Z [IL - Z2 (ZIIZ2)-Izt] Zm. (A-li)

Note that E is white complex Wisliart (distributed withi L - N + 2 degrees of freedoIm [34]. deinote(l
by 0 CVV(12, L - N + 2). Conmbining this niatrix partition with (A-8). it follows that

v"(OA.)Rlv(0Th.) V (0.)Ri/2 Q 11(ZZ 1 )IQR_ 1/2iv(0k) = 6]0_165 (A-12)

for k: = a. b. Thus, the first equation in (A-3) can be written as
Pr(FA/ < F) = Pr(15)0 i,,- F.6f -6, _< 6)

= Pr {tr [-' (6bl -' - - 6.,6,x')1 <_}

- Pr {tr [0-' (Q.,A(F)Qfl)] < 0}
- Pr{tr[Oi-A(F)] <O},

5(0



The last equality in (A-13) follows from the invariance of complex white Gaussian data to unitary
rotations [34. 49]. Define the following variables foir 0:

O= [ 011 0121 ] -- = [01'1 01.2 11 [022 -01.21 (A-14)"0-I, o 2,1 o'2,2 = 10 1" -02,1 OLI1

From (A-13) it follows that

Pr (FA _< F) Pr [0'-Al (F) + 02
,
2 A2 (F) < 0][01.1 -A-)2(F)]

Pr 2< j< ) sigiI[AI(F)] = 1 (A-15)

Pr - A2 (F) sign[Ai(F)] = -1.W2 t2 >_ý _,(F) J

From matrix inversion lemma in (A-14) note that
9

011 02,2 d 1X[-N+2 (A-h1)02, 01' 2 ( -
02.2 01,1 *XL -N+2

where the last equality in distribution follows from the fact that E - CVV(1 2 , L - N + 2). Thus.
letting l'A(F) = -A 2(F)/Ai(F). it follows from the origin of (A-5) and (A-1s) that

Pr (FA, F) = 0.5 - {1 - sign [AI (F)] } + sign[AI (F)] / tL 2  (a)da. (A-17)

Differentiating (A-17), the desired pdf of F• is obtained:

p1 (F: A) = sign[AI (F)]. P<- N 12L - 2 [IA(F)] • A - (F), F > 0 (1-18)

0., otherwise

where

d 1 d F A2 (F) d--AF - --A2F + -A. I(F). (A- 19)dF (F)]d- (IFx

Exact closed form expressions for the eigenvalues A, (F), n = 1. 2 ani their derivatives are derived in
Appendix B. Expressing these eigenvalues in terins of the original system parameters v(0,). v(0h),
and R is accomplished with (A-9) yielding their ratio as expressed in (29). The cdf can be written
comnpactly as

Pr (FA < F) = 0.5.{ 1 - sign [Aj (F)]} + sign[Al (F)] .. [IA(F), L - N + 2] (A-20)

from which the tpairwise error probabilities easily follow. U
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A.2 Bartlett Algorithm

Note that the data matrix X can be represented as a linearly transformed white (lata matrix
Z that is invariant to any unitary rotation Q. lea(ling to an equivalent stochastic rep)resentatio0 for
the estimated (data covariance matrix:

X=n / 2 QHz R = X R'i2Qc zzQOR' 2  (A-21)

Let V = [v(O, )[v(O6,)] and( p)artition the whitene(l data matrix as in (A-10). Choose tHie imitary
rotation Q such that

QR 1I/2V [ A2× 1 and let A& = [-56]'0N-)× (A-22)
[O(N-2)x2

Note from (A-22) that

A&A V"RV (0,)Rv(O,) v"(O,)Rv(O,) - I K 6,6 (A-23)[=V= v(Ob)Rv(O,,) v((O,)Rv(01,) j -121

Note that the whitened sample covariance matrix (an be written as

ZZ= [.(ZHZ')2×2 **j" (A-24)

Clearly. the matrix Z1fZ 1 is complex central Wishart (distributed according to CW.2 (IL, L) [3-. 491].
Combining this matrix partition with (A-22), it follows that

vH0kR~(0.)d H~•)R~i20/[ZZ/1 -R1i2v(O,)3~z3, (A-25)

for k = (b. Thus. the second equation in (A-3) can be written as
-t H - - -1t1 t

Pr < = PF (6z,, 1Z,6- F -.6b Z'Z 1 6,,Z < 0)
a F1 Z1

-Pr tr Z{• ,6(, - o66 .

- r{rZ'Zi~AFQ) I I (A-26i)
-Pr {tr Z{'Z1 A ) < 01

The last equality in (A-26) follows fromi the inwariance of complex white Gaussian d(ata to( unitary
rotations [34. 49]. It follows from (A-26) that

Pr (F, < =Pr ý ' *A I(P) +±2 XJ * 1(F <-0]

sign[Aj(F)] = 1 1
pr <() (A-27)

sign[A 1 (F)] = -'1 J
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Thus, letting i/([) = -A 2(/)/A1I(F), it follows from the orig'in of (A-5) and (A-27) that

pr (PA _</F) = (0.5){1-sign[Al(F)]}+sign[Aj(r)] )pt.L(e)da. (A-28)

Differentiating (A-28). the desired pdf of FA is obtained:

P (F2)[ (A-29)S = 0, ( otherwise

where

d - -1 d - AF() (I
__ (F) = -- A2(F) + [¾(F)]2 • A I(F). (A-30)

dF AI()dF [AJF)2d

Exact closed forln expressions for the eigenvalues A, (F). n = 1. 2 and their derivatives are derived in
Appendix B. Expressing these eigenvalues in terms of the original system parameters v(O,), v(0b),

and R is accomplished with (A-23). The cdf can be written compactly as

Pr(! _ • ) = 0.5. {1 - sign[l(F)j} + sign[o (/F)]. [/Jj(F). L] (A-31)

from which the pairwise error probabilities easily follow. N
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APPENDIX B

EIGENVALUES OF RANK TWO MATRICES

It is d(esire(d to derive closed form expressions for the eigenvalnes and their derivative with
respect to F of the following parameterized rank two matrix:

A = aa H - F- bb" (B-1)

where clearly a and b are linearly independent. Note that both eigenvectors must be lilear coin-

binations of these two vectors such that if A' = AW. then there exists some complex scalar 0 such
that ; • • a + b. Satisfying both conditions requires that

H A- A-ý(B-2)
(aa"-F-bb").(/ja+b) = A.(da+b).

This leads to two relations for A

A = 11ail 2 + (1/3)altb (B-3)
A = -(F!b"a+FjlbjI•)

that when satisfied simultaneously lead to the following quadratic equation for the scalar 3

. (Fbla) + I. (haila 2 + Fjjb[I 2) + (a"b) = 0. (B-4)

hlie quadratic formula leads to the following solutions for the eigenvalues

A, 2 (F) = [flaH2 -2Fhbhl 2] ±j[1HalI2 +FIjbVJ2_ FlattbJ2 (B-5)

that can be readily differentiated to obtain

I lal_ 12 11bII12 + F1lbll'] Ia1b12

(A 12(F) - bl12 42
(IF 2 - 1 2  +±FjjbIj 12 2 Flalbi(-5
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APPENDIX C
COMPLEX GAUSSIAN-BASED STATISTICS: A SUMMARY

This at)I)en(tix provides a short summary of statistics related to the (ompl)lex Gaussian dis-
tritbution. Similar results for the real Gaussian are well kntown [34]. These comoplex analogs are
derived in [27].

Let two rand(loln vectors l)e complex normal distril)uted as i - CA 1N (0, IN) and 6 - CAr(rih. IN).

Proposition C.1 The pdf of the randomi variable I = Z11 is given by a complex central chi-square
of N degrees of frecdom:

P N-1 C-ýI(N -- 1)! 5_> 0. (C-1)

2This distribAution is denoted by j) - XN.

Proposition C.2 The pdf of the random variable p i = 61126I is giv•(n by a comJplex nonce(ntral
chi-square of N degrees of freedom:

- C -( Fl(N; 62 f)!(N - 1)!, > 0 (C-2)

where oFt (.) is a hypergeometric function 1i], and the noncentrality paraineter is qiven by 62 -

Ilhl 12. 'This distribution is denoted by P6 VN

Proposition C.3 The pdf of the random variable F'AJ N / Ai tre both chi-squarcd statistics
are indlpendent is given by

(N + A -1)! fNI-1 •F _> 0, (c-3)
(N- 1)!(.A - 1)! (1 + F-)(N+AJ)

a cormplex central F-distribution with N, Al degrees of freedom.

Proposition C.4 Dhe pdf of the random variable FV.AI(6) = AN A, where both rhi-squarcd

statistics are independent is given by

(N + Al - 1)! P 1N-1 (c F,[N + M;N; //(1 (I+/F], F > 0 (C,-4)

(N - 1)!(AI - 1)! (1 + P)(±+ Al)

a comploir nonecintral F-distribution with N, Al degrees of freedom, where 1FI(';'; ") is the confluatnt

hypc riq('omrtric functiona [1]. The c(umulative distribution function (cdf) for this random variabhl is
gilen by

Pr(FA1_ < = (1 + X)N+ Al-- I ( N + Al - 1 ) lGk' (1 6r (C-5)
A-0

whlre IG... (a) e - -I ak/A.! is the incomplete Gatmna funrtion. The cdf for thi central
complex F is the special ca(se of 6 = 0.
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Proposition C.5 The pdf of the random variable JVp.j = 1/(1 + FAIN) is given by

(N - M - 1)! ), -( 1 - () • _< K _ (C-ti)

a complex central beta distribution. In addition, its cdf is given by the convenient .finite sunm,

Pr(N.M _< X) = XN+ -I ( N+M-1 ) x k

Noting that P r(FN,M < .- ) = Pr(-1 + 1)/il,N < x), a second representation for the cdf of the
cerntral F is possible.

Proposition C.6 The pdf of the random variable 13VAI (35) = 1/(1 + F•,N (0)) is gi'pvn by

(N+AI-1)! -I N!(AI - 1)! (3-)1 )(N + - ) n}x-( -• / - "e • - (N t)(/ 1 ,) !_____-________'T1 3-L Q) Z (1- -?* (C

for 0 < 3 <_ 1. This is known a(s the complex noncentral beta distribution.

Proposition C.7 The cdf of the random variable 4N.AI(6) 1/(0 + F! (3)) is .qicgen by

P,.(iJN,Al(6) < -)= 1- 37N+Al-l N I + A- 1 x IG,,,_-,, f (.,. 62) (C-!))

for rX > 0.
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB CODE FOR CANONICAL EXAMPLE: SINGLE BROADSIDE

PLANEWAVE SIGNAL IN WHITE NOISE

I function [] = CaponAlgMSE;
2 7% -------------------------------------------------------------
3 %. This code computes the threshold region mean squared error (MSE) performance of
4 7% the Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) estimate obtained from the Capon-MVDR algorithm of
5 7% a single planewave signal in white noise as observed on a uniform liinear array (ULA).
6 % This code is based upon the theoretical results to be published in the IEEE
7 7% Transactions on Signal Processing, 2005.

% 7.
%9 7 Christ D. Richmond, christ~ll.mit.edu, 12/10/2004

10 7% MIT Lincoln Laboratory, All rights reserved

11 7. -------------------------------------------------------------
12 % SET RUN PARAMETERS ...
13 7.-------------------
14 7% Define GLOBAL variables
15 global run.params;
16
17 7% Define model parameters...
18
19 run-params.N = 18; 7% Number of array sensors, beams, or spatial channels
20 run-params.d = 1/2.25; %. Element separation in wavelengths
21 run-params.L = 3 * run-params.N; Y. Sample support
22 run-params.K = run-params.L - run-params.N + 2; 7% Degrees of freedom for F-distribution
23 7% of pairwise error probability
24 run-params.wl-dB = 0; Y. White noise level dB
25 run-params.Anglow = 90-30; %. Lower limit of search angles (degrees);
26 run-params.Ang-high = 90+30; 7. Upper limit of search angles (degrees);
27 run-params.DelAng = run-params.Ang-high - run-params.Ang-low; 7% Degrees
28 %---------------
29 % MVDR / Capon Parameters...
30 7.----------------------
31 run-params.Sig-angles = [90]; 7% True signal direction (degrees; 90degs is broadside)
32 see-src-no = 1; % Source # whose MSE is of interest, for multiple signal case

33 % [not included here]
34 run-params.Tgt-angs-degs = run-params.Sig-angles;
35 run-params.No-sigs = length(run-params.Sig-angles);

36 % ---------------------------------------------------------------
37 run-params.SNRsdB = linspace(-30,15,50)-run-params.wl-dB; % Element level
38 7% signal-to-noise
39 7. ratio (SNR) (decibels)
40 run-params.SNRs = bd(run-params.SNRs-dB); 7% Element level SNR in power domain
41 run-params.ULABW-degs = ULA_3dBBW(run_params.N,run-params.d); %. Beamwidth for ULA (degs)
42 7. --------------------------------------------------------------
43 %A GET TRUE DATA COVARIANCES...

44 %-------------------------
-15 R-mvdr = cell(l,length(run-params.SNRs));
46 Rimvdr = cell(1,length(runparams.SNRs));

47 R.mvdr.sqrt = cell(l,length(run-params.SNRs));

48 R.mvdr-si = cell(i,length(run-params.SNRs));
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49
50 for usnr = l:length(run-params.SNRs);
51
52 %, function[R,Ri]=getRvan(N,wl-dB,tht,thl-dB,d,flg);
53 [R,Ri] = getRvan(run-params.N,run-params.wl-dB, [run-params.Sig-angles],
54 [run-params. SNRsdB (usnr) *ones (1, run-params. No-sigs)] , run-params d);
55 Rnmvdr{usnr} = R; Ri-mvdr{usnr} = Ri;
56
57 %, function [Rsqrt,Rsqrti,DetRsqrt] = getRsqrt(R);
58 [Rsqrt,Rsqrti,jnk] = getRsqrt(R); R-mvdr-sqrt{usnr} = Rsqrt; Rnmvdr-si{usnr} = Rsqrti;
59
60 end; % for usnr = i:length(run-params.SNRs);
61 run.params.R-mvdr = Rmvdr; run-params.Ri-mvdr = Ri-mvdr;
62 run.params.R.mvdr-sqrt = R-mvdr-sqrt; run-params.R.mvdr-si = Rmvdrsi;
63 7.---------------------------------------------------------------------
(64 run-params.resfac = 40; % Conventional beamsplit ratio for angle search
65
66 % # grid samples in angle search...
67 run-params. Nres = run-params .res-fac*ceil (180/run-params. ULABW-degs);
68 anggs = linspace(run-params.Ang-low,run-params.Ang-high,run-params.Nres);
69 V = van(run-params.N,anggs,run-params.d); 7. search angles and steering vectors
70 run.params. Vanggs = van (run-params. N, anggs, run-params .d); run-params .anggs = anggs;
71 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
72 run-params .angsi = run-params. Sig-angles;
73 run-params. Vs = van (run-params. N, run-params .angsi, run.params .d);

74 run-params.V = van(run-params.N,run.params.anggs,run.params.d);
75 7. -------------------------------------------------------------
76 % COMPUTE ASYMPTOTIC LOCAL ERROR MSE AND BOUNDS...
77 % ------------------------------------------
78 % Get Cramer-Rao Bound...
79
80 % See C. D. Richmond, "Cramer-Rao Bounds: The Adaptive Array Story," Proceedings of
81 %. the Adaptive Sensor Array Processing Workshop, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, March 2000.
82
83 disp(['Computing CRB Local Bounds... ']);
84
85 thT = run-params.Tgt-angs-degs;
86 VT = van(run-params.N,thT,run-params.d); % True target array response
87 den-ang = zeros(length(run.params.SNRs) ,length(run-params.angsi));
88
8!) for usnr=l:length(run-params.SNRs); u = usnr; sigS = run-params.SNRs(usnr);
90 run-params.R = run-params.R-mvdr{usnr}; run-params.Ri = runparams. Ri_mvdr{usnr};

-1 -.
92 D = van-p(run-params.N,thT,run.params.d);
93 dRsdw = hm( sigS * ( D*VT' + VT*D' ) ) ; dRsdwds = hm( D*VT' + VT*D' );
94 dRsds = hm( VT*VT' );
95 Rs = runparams.R_mvdr{usnr}; Rsi run-params. Ri-mvdr{usnr};
96
97 F = zeros(2); F(i,1) = trace( dRsdw * Rsi * dRsdw * Rsi );
98 F(1,2) = trace( dRsdw * Rsi * dRsds * Rsi );
99 F(2,2) = trace( dRsds * Rsi * dRsds * Rsi ); F(2,1)=conj(F(1,2));

100 % -----------
101 F = run-params.L * hm( F ); J = hm( inv(F) );

102 crbw(usnr) = I/abs( F(I,1) ); crbws(usnr) = abs( J(1,1) );
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103 den-ang(usnr, :) = 1/abs( J(1,1) );
104 end; 7. for usnr=I:length(run.params.SNRs); u = usnr;

105

106 crb = 1./den-ang; % CRB in radians
107 % ---------------------------------------
108 V. Get Vaidyanathan-Buckley (VB) local error Capon MSE ...
109 Y. Based on C. Vaidyanathan, K. M. Buckley, ''Performance Analysis of the MVDR Spatial
110 % Spectral Estimator,'' IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, Vol. 43, No. 6,

I1 I% pp. 1427--1437, June 1995.
112

113 thT = run-params.Tgt.angs.degs;
114 VT = van(run-params.N,thT,run-params.d); % True target array response
115 den.ang = zeros(length(run-params.SNRs),length(run-params .angsi));

116
117 for usnr=l :length(run-params. SNRs);
118
11) run-params.R = run-params.R-mvdr{usnr}; run-params.Ri = run-params.Ri-mvdr{usnr};
120 Rs = run-params.R.mvdr{usnr}; Rsi = run-params.Ri_mvdr{usnr};
121 thT-true = run-params.Sig-angles(see-src-no);
122 % --------------------------------------------
123 % Get asymptotic bias...
124 a = van(run-params.N,thT-truerun-params.d);
125 ap = van-p(run-params.N,thT-true,run-params.d);
126 app = van-p2(run-params. NthTtrue,run-params.d);

127 Ri = run-params.Rinmvdr{usnr};
128
129 thT-asymp = - real( ap'*Ri*a ) / real( ap'*Ri*ap + a'*Ri*app ) + thT-true;
130 AsympBias = thT-asymp - thT-true; %A Only accurate when bias is small...
131 %----------------------------------------

132 % Evaluate at ASYMPTOTIC MSE of angle estimates...
133 a = van(run-params.N,thT-asymp,run-params.d);
134 ap = van.p(run-params.N,thT-asymp,run.params.d);

135 app = van-p2(run-params .N,thT-asymp,run-params.d);
136 ap3 = van-p3(run-params.N,thT-asymp,run-params.d);
137
138 % use notation of VB paper for convenience...
139 L = run-params.L; N = run-params.L; K = run-params.N;

140
141 fpp = 2 * real( ap'*Ri*ap + a'*Ri*app ); B = ap*a' + a*ap';
142 fp3 = 2 * real( 3 * ap'*Ri*app + a'*Ri*ap3 );
143 ED2 = (2 * (N- K) / ( (N-K-1)*(N-K+)) ) )* real( a'*Ri * B * Ri * ap ) / ( fpp2 );
144 ED3 = (2 * (N- K) ( (N-K-1)*(N-K+)) ) )* real( a'*Ri * B * Ri * app ) / ( fpp2 );
145 AddBias = ED3 - fp3 * ED2/ (2 * fpp);
146
147 % Evaluate using BOTH
148 Bias = AsympBias + AddBias; den-ang(usnr,:) = 1/(Bias-2 + ED2 ); % 1/(VB MSE) in I/radians
149 end; % for usnr=1:length(run-params.SNRs);
150 'A ----------------------------------------------------------------------
151 %A COMPUTE GLOBAL ERRORS USING METHOD OF INTERVAL ERRORS (MIE)...
152 A----------------------------
153 disp(['Determining location of local maxima/peaks/sidelobes ... '1);

154
155 peakSLL-idx = cell(length(run-params.angsi),l);
156 peak-SLL-angs = cell(length(run-params.angsi),1);
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157 peakSLLV = cell(length(run.params.angsi), 1);
158 peakSLL-vals = cell(length(run-params.angsi), 1);
159
160 ridx = length(run-params.SNRs-dB);
161 %.-
162 mx-dim = 0; usnr = length(run-params.SNRs); ua = see-src-no;
163 Vo = run-params.V; Ri = run-params.Ri-mvdr{usnr};
164 t-mvdr = 1./sum( conj( Vo ) .* ( Ri*Vo ) , 1 ); tMVDR-dB = dblO( tmvdr );
165
166 f-ambigO = figure; plot( run-params.anggs, tMVDR-dB );
167 xlabel('Search Angle (degrees)'); ylabel('SNR (dB)');
168 title('MVDR Ambiguity Function'); vln(run-params. Sig.angles,'r-.');
169
170 irm-idx = find(imregionalmax(tMVDR-dB));
171
172 '% Throw out maxima due to true signals...
173 idx = []; for u = 1:run-params.No-sigs;
174 idx = [idx find(abs(anggs(irm-idx)-run-params.Sig-angles(u))<=run-params.ULABW-degs)];
175 end; %A for u = l:run-params.No-sigs;

176
177 irm-idx = irm-idx( setdiff([1:length(irm-idx)],idx) );
178 aa = tMVDR-dB(irmnidx); [jnk,iro] = sort( aa ); iro = flipud( iro(:) ).';

179 figure(f-ambigO);
180 hold on; plot(run-params.anggs(irm-idx),tMVDR-dB(irm-idx),'ko'); hold off;
181
182 'A If local max is not an ENDPOINT, then refine...
183 run-params.Ri-hat = run-params. Ri.mvdr{usnr};

184 for u-nsig = 1:length(irm-idx(iro));
185 ' refine if NOT endpoint max...
186 if (irm_idx(iro(u-nsig)) -= 1 ) & (irm-idx(iro(u-nsig)) -= length(tMVDR-dB) );

187 idx = irm_idx(iro(u-nsig));
188 fh = DMVDR-fnc; % Use function handle to make visible to fminbnd (a MATLAB function);
189 a-refine(u-nsig) = ...
190 fminbnd(fh,max(run-params.Ang-low,anggs(idx)-(1/2)*run-params.ULABWdegs)...
191 min (anggs (idx) + (1/2) *run-params. ULA-BW-degs, run-params. Ang-high));
192
193 %A Check that angle estimate refinement is small...if not, then don't use...
194 %A could be a saddle point...
195 if abs( anggs(idx) - a-refine(u.nsig) ) >= (1/4)*run-params.ULABW-degs;
196 a-refine(u-nsig) = anggs(idx); end;
197
198 else;
199 a.refine(u-nsig) = anggs( irm-idx(iro(u-nsig)) );
200 end; % if ( irm-idx(iro(u-nsig)) -= I ) & ( irm-idx(iro(u-nsig)) -= length(tMVDRdB) );
201
202 peakSLL-angs{ua}(u-nsig) = a-refine(u-nsig);
203 peakSLLV{ua} (: ,u-nsig) = van (run.params. N,peakSLL-angs{ua} (u-nsig), run-params .d);

204
205 end; % for u-nsig = 1:length(irm-idx);
206
207 aV = peakSLLV{ua}; peakSLL-vals{ua} = dblO( 1./abs( sum( conj( aV ) .* (Ri*aV), 1) ) );
208 aa = dblO( 1./abs( sum( conj( aV ) .* (Ri*aV), 1) ) );
209 if length(aa) > mx-dim; mx-dim = length(aa); end;
210 run-params.peakSLL-angs = peakSLL-angs; run-params.peakSLLV = peak-SLLV;
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211 peakSLL-idx = irmidx(iro);

212 %- -------------------------------------------------------------
213 % BUILD MSE ERROR TERMS FOR GLOBAL ERROR CONTRIBUTIONS...
214 % --------------------------------------------------------------
215 disp('Building Error and mu/lambda Matrices...');
216 Err-Mat = zeros(l,mx-dim); Ptht-cond = zeros(l,mx-dim); ua = see-src-no;
217 possible-angs = peakSLL-angs{ua};
218 for upa = 1:length(possible-angs);
219 ErrMat(l,upa) = (pi/180)^2 * abs( run-params.angsi(ua) - possible-angs(upa) )-2; end;
220 %- ---------------------------------------------------------------
221 % COMPUTE TOTAL MSE USING MIE MSE APPROXIMATION...
222 %--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

223 MFMSEApprox = zeros(length(run-params.SNRs) ,l);
224 GlbMSE = zeros(length(run-params.SNRs), 1); LocMSE= zeros(length(runmparams.SNRs), i);

225 tO = clock; rand('state',sum(100*clock));
226 disp(['Beginning MSE Calculations...);

227 %, True array response
228 run-params.vT = van(run.params.N,run-params.Sig.angles(see-src-no) ,run-params.d);
229
230 for usnr = l:length(run-params.SNRs); % Compute MSE as function of element level SNR...
231 ProbErrMat = zeros(l,mx-dim);
232 for upa = i:length(possible.angs); % Errors
233 %, function [Pe] = PeCapon(R,va,vb,L);
234 ProbErrMat(l,upa) = ...
235 PeCapon (run-params. Ri-mvdr{usnr},peakSLLV{ua} (: , upa) ,runparams .vT, run-params. L);
236 end; %. for upa = 1:length(possible-angs);
237
238 MFMSE.Approx(usnr) =

239 (i./den-ang(usnr)).' .* (1-min(l,sum(ProbErrMat,2)))+sum( Err-Mat .* ProbErrMat, 2 );
240 amidon(tO,usnr,length(run-params.SNRs));

241 end; %. for usnr = 1:length(run-params.SNRs);
242
243 run-params.MFMSEApprox = MFMSEApprox; MFMSEApproxO = MFMSEApprox;
244 %---------------------------------------------------------------------
245 % Clip MSE so that it maxes out at MSE of UNIFORMLY distirbuted estimate...
246
247 BW-degs = run-params.ULABW-degs;
248
249 xx = linspace(run-params.Ang-low,run-params.Ang-high,1000);
250 fxx = ( i/( xx(end) - xx(i) ) ) * ones(size(xx));
251 varx = trapz( xx, fxx .* (xx - run-params.Sig.angles(see-src-no)).-2 ),
252 unif-mse = varx * (pi/180)'2;
253
254 for u=l:length(MFMSEApprox);
255 MFMSEApprox(u) = min(MFMSEApprox(u),unif-mse); % Clipping...
256 end; %. for u=l:length(MFMSEApprox);
257 %-------------------------
258 % PLOT FINAL RESULTS...

259 figure;
260 plot(run-params.SNRs-dB,dblO( sqrt( (180/pi)-2 *( MFMSEApprox )*...

261 (1/run-params.ULABW-degs)-2 ) ),'r-');

262 hold on;
263 plot(run-params.SNRs-dB,dblO( sqrt( (180/pi)-2 *( crb )*.

264 (1/run-params.ULABW-degs)-2 ) ),'k: );
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265 hold off;

266 hold on;
267 plot(run.params.SNRs-dB,dblO( sqrt( (180/pi)-2 *( 1./den-ang )*...

268 (1/run-params.ULABW-degs)2) ),--
269 hold off;
270 title('Capon Algorithm Threshold Region MSE Prediction');
271 xlabel('Element Level SNR (dB)'); ylabel('Root MSE in Beamwidths (dB)')
272
273 7% Direct threshold SNR approximation for Capon algorithm...
274 [jnk,ioi] = max( abs( bd( peakSLL-vals{j} ) ) );
275 vi = run-params.vT; v2 = peakSLLV{f}(:,ioi); a12 = abs( vl'*v2 )-2;
276 al = abs(vl'*vl); a2 = abs(v2'*v2); co = a12/al/a2; gam = al;
277 (EstThg] = CaponThSNR-IlldB(run-params.N,co,run-params.L,run-params .N);
278 vln(dblO(EstThg),'k-.'); axis([-30 10 -20 5]);
279 legend('MIE MSE','CRB','VB MSE','Approx. SNRTH')
280 return;
281 %---------------------------------------------------------------------
282 % ALL SUBFUNCTIONS ....
283 %.------------------------------------------------------------------
284 function [Pe] = PeCapon(Ri,va,vb,L);
285
286 7. function [Pe] = PeCapon(Ri,va,vb,L);
287 %
288 %. This code implements the algorithm for computing the pairwise error probability for
289 % the Capon algorithm presented in IEEE T-SP paper by C. D. Richmond, to appear 2005.
290 %
291 %. INPUTS:
292 % -------
293 % Ri - Inverse of true data covariance matrix
294 %, va - Array response for error/outlier sidelobe direction
295 % (location of local max of ambiguity fnc)
296 . vb - Array response for true signal
297 %, L - Number of data samples (spatial snapshots) used in covariance estimation
298 %
299 % OUTPUT:
300 % -------
301 % Pe - Pairwise error probability of Capon algorirth:
302 %. Pe = Prob[ PCapon(tht.a) > PCapon(tht-b) I
303 %
304 % Author: Christ D. Richmond
305 % Date: 8/18/04
306
307 N = length(va); K = L - N + 2; F = 1;
308 pa = abs( va'*Ri*va ); pb = abs( vb'*Ri*vb ); Iab = F * abs( va'*Ri*vb )-2;
309 Pp = (pb + F * pa)/2; Pm= (pb - F * pa)/2; D = sqrt( Pp-2 - Iab );
310 1 = -( Pm + D ) / (Pm - D); S sign(Pm - D);
311 if K <= 40;
312 Pe = 0.5 * (I + S) - S * cumF(K,K,0,l);
313 else;
314 sigb = sqrt( (K+l)/(2 * (2*K + 1 ) ) - (0.5)-2);

315 arg-ef = ( 1/(1+1) - 0.5 )/( sigb * sqrt(2) );
316 Pe = 0.5 * (1 + S) - S * 0.5 * erfc(arg-ef);
317 end; %. if K <= 40;
318
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319 return;
320 %.--------------------------------------------------------------------------
321 function [Th] = CaponThSNR-IldB(gam,co,L,N,eta);
322
323 % function [Th] = CaponThSNR-dB(gam,co,L,N);
324 %
325 % This function implements the direct computation of an approximation for
326 % the threshold SNR of the Capon algorithm for the fundamental and canonical case of
327 % a single planewave source in white noise. The approximation is valid in the
328 % large sample case, i.e. approximately L >= 2N.
329 %
330( % INPUTS:
331 % .-------
332 % gam - Norm of array responses (equal norm is assumed). Note that gam = # sensors

333 % for usual Vandermonde steering vectors.
334 7. co - Geometric cosine between true signal array response and array response for
335 %, direction of highest sidelobe of Capon ambiguity function.

336 %. L - Sample support of estimated data covariance
337 %, N - number of sensors in array
338 %
339 % OUTPUT:
340 % -. ....
341 % Th - Capon threshold SNR (in power domain, not in decibels)
342 %
343 % Author: Christ D. Richmond

344 % Date: 8/18/2004

345 %----------------------------------------------------------------------------
346 M = L - N + 2; nstd = 4;
347 if nargin < 5;
348 eta = - ( I - n-std * sqrt( i/( 2*M + 1 ) ) / C 1 + n-std * sqrt( l/( 2*M + 1 ) ) );

349 end; %, if nargin < 5;
:350 %7.--------------------------------------------------------------------
351 xi = ( (1-eta)/(1+eta) )2; em = (xi - 1); ep = (xi + 1); psi = ep/em; so = 1-co;
352 %----------------------------------------------------------------------------
353 % coefficients of quartic...
351 a = 2*gam*so + (2/gam)*(l-psi);
355 b = (4*co/gam/gam/em) + 2*( (gam*gam * so*so / 2) - co) + 2*(l-psi)*( 1/gam/gam + 1+so );
356 c = (8*co/gam/em) + 2*( (1+so)/gam + gam*so*so ) - 2*psi*( so*(gam+1/gam) + 1/gan);
357 d = 4*co/em + co-2 + 2*so*(1-psi);

358 % ---------------------------------------------------------------
359 % Apply solution to quartic equation...
360 p = b; q = (a*c - 4*d); r = (a-2 * d + c-2 - 4*b*d); u = q - p2 / 3;
361 v = r - p*q/3 + 2*p-3/27;
362
363 jO = 4*(u/3)-3 + v-2; % Discriminant
364
365 if jO > o;
366
367 w = sqrt( jO ); % y = ( (w - v)/2 )^(1/3) - (u/3)*(2/(w-v))Y(I/3) -p/3;

368 y = (u/3)*(2/(w+v))-(1/3) - ((w+v)/2)Y(1/3) - p/3;
369
3:(7 elseif jO <= 0;
371
372 s = sqrt( (-u/3) ); t = -v/(2*s-3); k = acos(t)/3;
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373 ck = cos(k); sk = sin(k);
374 yrts = real( [ 2 *s*ck - p/ 3 ; s * (-ck + sqrt(3) * sk ) - p/3; ...
375 s * (-ck - sqrt(3) * sk ) - p/3] );
376
377 y = yrts(1); 7% All roots appear to work...

378
379 end; 7. if jO > 0;
380
381 e2 = a2/4 - b - y; e = sqrt(e2); f2 = (y.-2)*(1/4) - d;
382 f = sqrt(f2); ef = a*y*(1/4) + c/2;
383 G = a/2 + e; g = a/2 -e; H = -y./2 + f; h = -y./2 - f;
384 frts = [ ( -G + sqrt( G02 - 4*H ) )/2; ( -G - sqrt( G-2 - 4*H ) )/2;
385 ( -g + sqrt( g-2 - 4*h ) )/2 ; C -g - sqrt( g-2 - 4*h ) )/2];
386 Th = frts(3); 7. Root leading to desired solution
387 return;
388 7. ------------------------------------------------------------
389 function[x]=bd(y); x = lO.-(y./lO); return;

390 7 --------------------------------------------------------------
391 function[yJ=dblO(x); y = iO*loglO( abs(x) ); return;
392 7. ------------------------------------------------------------
393 function [H] = hm( A ); H = ( A + A' ) * (1/2); return;

394 %. ------------------------------------------------------------
395 function [out] = ULA_3dBBW(N,d);
396
:397 % function [out] = ULA_3dBBW(N,d);
398 7.
399 % Computes beamwidth for uniform linear array.
400 %
401 % N - number of elements

402 7. d - element separation in wavelengths
403 7.
404 L = N*d; out = (180/pi) * (1 ./ L); return;
405 7. ---------------------------------------------------------------
406 function[v] =van(N,ang,elem,flg)
407
408 7. function[vJ=van(N,ang,elem)
409 7.
410 7. This function computes simple vandermonde steering vectors.
411 7.
412 7. N - Number of elements
413 7. ang - Look direction in degs: 0 deg endfire; 90 deg broadside

414 7. 180 opposite endfire
415 7. elem - Element spacing in wavelenths
416 7. flg - Flag to make array center the phase reference
417
418 if nargin < 4; v = exp(j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1]'*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));
419 else; v = exp(j*2*pi*elem*([O:N-1]' - (N-I)/2 )*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180)); end;
420 %- ----------------------------------------------------------------
421 function[v]=van-p(N,ang,elem,f1g)
.122
423 7% function[v]=van-p(Nang,elem,flg)
424 7%
425 7. This function computes the first derivative of vandermonde steering vectors
426 7.
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427 %A N - Number of elements
428 % ang - Look direction in degs: 0 deg endfire; 90 deg broadside

429 % 180 opposite endfire
430 %A elem - Element spacing in wavelenths
431
432 if nargin < 4;
433 C = -j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1]'*sin(ang(:)'*pi/180);
434 v = C .* exp(j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1]'*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));
435 else;

,436 C = -j*2*pi*elem*([0:N-1]' - (N-1)/2 )*sin(ang(:)'*pi/180);
437 v = C .* exp(j*2*pi*elem*([0:N-l]' - (N-1)/2 )*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));

438 end;
439 return;
440 %,----------------------------------------------------------------------------
441 function[v]=vanp2(N,ang,elem,flg)
442
443 %A function [v] =van-p2 (N, ang, elem, flg)

444 %A

445 %A This function computes the second derivative of vandermonde steering vectors.
446 %

447 % N - Number of elements

448 %A ang - Look direction in degs: 0 deg endfire; 90 deg broadside
449 % 180 opposite endfire
450 %A elem - Element spacing in wavelenths
451
452 if nargin < 4;
453

454 % v = exp(j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1] '*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));
455

456 Cs = -j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1] '*sin(ang(:)'*pi/180);
457 Cc = -j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1] '*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180);
458 v = [Cc + Cs .* Cs] .* exp(j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1]'*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));
459 else;
460 Cs = -j*2*pi*elem*([O:N-1]' - (N-1)/2 )*sin(ang(:)'*pi/180);
461 Cc = -j*2*pi*elem*([O:N-1]' - (N-l)/2 )*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180);
462 v = [Cc + Cs .* Cs] .* exp(j*2*pi*elem*([O:N-1]' - (N-0)/2 )*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));
463 end;
464 return;

465 'A -------------------------------------------------------------
466 function [v] =van-p3 (N, ang, elem, flg)
467
468 'A function[v]=van-p3(N,ang,elem,flg)
469 '%
470 %A This function computes the third derivative of vandermonde steering vectors.
471 %A

472 % N - Number of elements
473 %A ang - Look direction in degs: 0 deg endfire; 90 deg broadside
474 % 180 opposite endfire
475 %A elem - Element spacing in wavelenths
476
477 if nargin < 4;
478 Cs = -j*2*pi*elem*[0:N-1]'*sin(ang(:)'*pi/180);

479 Cc = -j*2*pi*elem*[0:N-1]'*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180);
.180 eo = exp(j*2*pi*elem*[O:N-1]'*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));
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481 v = ( -Cs + Cc.*Cs + 2*Cs.*Cc + Cs.^3 ) .* eo;
482 else;
483 Cs = -j*2*pi*elem*([O:N-1]' - (N-I)/2 )*sin(ang(:)'*pi/180);

484 Cc = -j*2*pi*elem*([O:N-1]' - (N-I)/2 )*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180);
485 eo = exp(j*2*pi*elem*([O:N-1P] - (N-0)/2 )*cos(ang(:)'*pi/180));
486 v = ( -Cs + Cc.*Cs + 2*Cs.*Cc + Cs.-3 ) .* eo;
487 end;
488 return;
489 7.----------------------------------------------------------------
490 function[R,Ri]=getRvan(N,wldB,thtthldB,d,flg);

491
492 % function[R,Ri]=getRvan(N,wl-dB,tht,thl-dB,d,flg);
493 %
494 7. This function computes the data covariance for simple mutually

495 7. incoherent planewave signals in white noise.

496 %
497 % N - No. of elements
498 7. wl-dB - noise floor level in dB
499 7. tht - vector containing jammer directions
500 7. thl-dB - vector containing jammer-to-noise levels in dB
501 7. d - Element spacing in wavelenths

502 7. flg - Flag to make array center the phase reference; otherwise,
503 7. it's the first element

504
505 R = eye(N)*( l0i(wldB/lO) )
506 if nargin > 2 & ( length(tht)~=0 & length(thl-dB)=0 );
507 7.function [v] =van(N,ang, elem)
508 if exist('flg'); V = van(N,tht,d,flg); else; V = van(N,tht,d); end;

509 if length(V)>O; R = R + V*diag( 10.-( ( thl-dB + wl-dB) / 10) )*V';
510 R = hm( R ); end;
511 end; % if nargin > 2 & ( length(tht)~=O & length(thl-dB)=O );
512
513 if nargin > 3 & (length(tht)~=O & length(thl-dB)~=O);
514 Ri = 10-( -wl-dB/10 )*( eye(N) - ...
515 hm( V * hm( inv( V'*V+...
516 10-(wl-dB/l0)*diag( i0.-( -( thl-dB + wl-dB) / 10) ) ) )*V' ) );
517 elseif nargin > 3 & ( length(tht)==O I length(thl-dB)==0 );
518 Ri = 10-( -wl-dB/10 )* eye(N) ;
519 elseif nargin == 2; Ri = 10-( -wl-dB/10 )* eye(N)

520 end;
521 return;
522 7. ----------------------------------------------------
523 function [Rsqrt,Rsqrti,DetRsqrt] = getRsqrt(R);

524
525 7. function [Rsqrt,Rsqrti,DetRsqrt] = getRsqrt(R);
526 7.
527 7. This code uses the eigen-decomposition to obtain a symmetric matrix

528 7. square root.
529 7.
530 7. Author: Christ D. Richmond
531 7. Date: 11/24/04
532
533 [Qr,Ir] = eig(R); Ird = diag(Ir); ir-idx = find(Ird); fir = Ird;
534 Iir(ir-idx) = sqrt( l./Ird(ir-idx) );
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535 Rsqrt = hm( Qr * diag( sqrt( Ird(ir-idx) ) ) * Qr' );
536 Rsqrti = hm( Qr * diag( lir ) * Qr' );

537 DetRsqrt = prod( Ird ); % Determinant
538 return;
539 %- ------------------------------------------------------------
540 function[]=vln(vll,varargin);
541
542 7. function[]=vln(vll,varargin);

543 %
544 7. This plotting function plots vertical lines at locations indicated by vector vll.
545 7.
546 % vll - vertical line locations
547 %
548 %, Author: Christ D. Richmond
549 %
550 figure(gcf); ax = axis; hold on;
551 for u = i:length(vll); vo = vll(u); xx = vo*[i 1]; yy = ax(3:4);
552 plot(xx,yy,varargin{:}); end; hold off;
553 %--------------------------------------------------------------------
554 function [out] = MVDR-fnc(param-val);
555
556 7. function [out] = MVDR-fnc(param.val);
557 %

558 % The MVDR / Capon Spectral Estimator parameterized as a function of
559 %/ the unknown signal parameters (angle)
560 %
561 % Author: Christ D. Richmond
562
563 global run-params
564
565 7. function[v]=van(N,ang,elem,flg);
566 v-a = van(run-params.N, param-val,runmparams.d); V = run-params.Ri-hat * v_a;

567 den = ( abs( sum( conj( v-a ) .* V, I ) ) );
568 out = den; 7. Written upside down because matlab search routine finds "MINIMA"
569 7. -------------------------------------------------------------------
570 function[F] = cumF(N,M,d,x)
571
572 7. function[F] = cumF(N,M,d,x)
573 7.
574 7. This function computes the cumulative distribution function for the complex central F.
5 75 %

576 7. N and M are deg of freed, for complex non-central F_{N,M}(d)
577 7. d ( = delta-2 of thesis p.50) is non-centrality parameter
578 7. x value at which to evaluate the cdf of F_{N,M}(d)
579 %
580 % Author: Christ D. Richmond
581 %
582
583 idxo = find( x==O ); 7. idx = setdiff(l:length(x),idx);
584 x(idxo) = 1; 7. anything but zero...
585
586 s=O; for k=O:M-1; s = s + bcf2(N+M-i,k+N)*(x).-k.*Gam(d*l./(l+x),k+l); end;
587 F = exp( N * log(x) - (N+M-I) * log(l + x) + log(s) ); F(idxo) = 0;
588
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589 function[g]=Gam(y,m); g = 1-gammainc(y,m); return;
590 function [y] = bcf2(n,k);
591 for u=l:length(k);
592 y(u) = exp( gammaln(n+l) - gammaln(k(u)+l) - gammaln((n-k(u))+1) );
593 end; return;

594 X --------------------------------------------------------------
595 function~perc]=amidon(tO,iter,total);
596
597 tnew = clock; startmin = 60*tO(4) + tO(5) + tO(6)/60;
598 pastmin = 60*tnew(4) + tnew(5) + tnew(6)/60;

599 sofarmin = pastmin - startmin; min-iter = sofarmin/iter;

600 min-left min-iter * ( total - iter );
601 disp([num2str(lOO*iter/total) '% done; ' num2str(min-left) ' Minutes, or '

602 num2str(min-left/60) ' Hours, or ' num2str(min-left/60/24) ' Days left]);
603 % ----------------------------------------------------------------
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ACRONYMS

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

CBF Conventional Beaniforining

cdf Cumulative Distribution Function

CRB Crarnir-Rao Bound

DFT Discrete Fourier Transform

DOA Direction-of-Arrival

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FNI Frequency Modulation

HN Hawkes-Nehorai asymptotic local error MSE prediction of Bartlett algorithmi

hpd hermitian positive definite

IE Interval Errors

KW Kaveli and Wang

NIFP Matched Field Processing

MIE Method of Interval Errors

ML Maximum Likelihood

MSE Mean Squared Error

MUSIC MUltiple Signal Classification

MIVDR1 MininumIn Variance Distortionless Response (adaptive beamformer)

NIE No Interval Errors

OSF Objective Search Function

PCNI Pulse Code Modulation

1)(tf Probability Density Function

RB Rife and Boorstyn

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SVD Singular Value Decomposition

TKV Tufts, Kot, and Vaccaro
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ACRONYMS CONTINUED

UB Union Bound

ULA Unifornm Linear Array

VB Vaidyanathan-Buckley asymptotic local error MSE prediction of Capon algoritlin

WWB XWeiss-'Weinstein Bound

ZZB Ziv-Zakai Bound
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